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i

Ein Mensch sah Leiden, unbeschreibbares Leiden. Er sprach zu Gott: ”Oh
Gott, wie konntest du nur so etwas zulassen. Unternimm doch dagegen
etwas!” Und Gott antwortete ihm: ”Ich habe bereits etwas dagegen unter-
nommen. Ich habe dich erschaffen...”

Bruno Ferrero
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Abstract

Mobile phones are emerging to personal mobile devices, which can already
replace a personal computer in many use cases. But their overall security
mechanisms are not sufficient. The data stored in today’s devices are much
more personal then data stored on any other device we use.
The focus in this thesis are operating systems and additional installed ap-
plications. The mobile phone attack surface is examined and based on it,
possible and by researchers documented examples of threats are summa-
rized. Since the mobile and fixed environments have their differences, these
are outlined as the consideration for improvement approaches. Because of
the human factor, some results of awareness surveys are presented and dis-
cussed.
Due to limited resources of mobile phones (mainly power supply and size
and/or weight), the current research in this field mainly concentrates on off-
device (cloud) security services. These off-device security services are now
the only solution to save power supply consumption while inferring possible
attacks. Another focus is the virtualization and problems interconnected
with installation of new applications. Summing up, this thesis proposes
a mobile phone attack surface including open problems, which have to be
solved to improve the overall security of mobile phones.
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Zusammenfassung

Mobiltelefone entwickeln sich zu persönlichen Mobilgeräten, die den PC in
vielen täglichen Anwendungsbereichen jetzt schon ersetzen können. Aber
deren Sicherheitsmechanismen sind oft nicht ausreichend. Daten, die in den
Mobiltelefonen gespeichert werden, sind oft mehr personenbezogen als Daten
in einem anderen Gerät, das im Alltag verwendet wird.
Im Fokus dieser Diplomarbeit steht die vergleichende Analyse von Betrieb-
systemen im Mobiltelefonbereich und zusätzlich installierten Applikationen.
Eine Klassifikation der Angriffsfläche von Mobiltelefonen wird vorgeschla-
gen und darauf basierend werden relevante Sicherheitslücken aufgezeigt,
wobei grundlegende Unterschiede zwischen mobilen und fixen Umgebungen
berücksichtigt werden. Weil die BenutzerInnen einen menschlichen Faktor
darstellen, werden Erhebungen über Sicherheitsbewusstsein präsentiert.
Aufgrund der limitierten Ressourcen mobiler Geräte (meistens wegen der
Energieversorgung und Größe) konzentriert sich die aktuelle Forschung in
diesem Bereich vor allem auf (Cloud) Sicherheitsdienste außerhalb des Mo-
biltelefons. Diese Sicherheitsdienste, die außerhalb des Geräts bereitgestellt
werden, sind heute mittlerweile die einzige Lösung, um mögliche Angriffe
festzustellen, ohne dabei zu viel Energie zu verbrauchen. Weitere Schwer-
punkte der Arbeit sind Virtualisierung und Probleme, die mit der Instal-
lation von neuen Applikationen verbunden sind. Zusammenfassend bietet
diese Diplomarbeit eine Klassifizierung der Angriffsflächen von Mobiltelefo-
nen und zeigt Schwachstellen auf, deren Beseitigung die allgemeine Sicher-
heit von Mobiltelefonen erheblich verbessern würde.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 6

In this introduction of the following master thesis, the problem descrip-
tion and motivation, followed by the state-of-the art, are described. After a
goal definition, this chapter is finished by describing the composition of the
thesis.

1.1 Problem Description

Many users are aware of security issues with their PCs and some of them
are trying to secure their devices. As the number of devices connected to
the world wide web grows, more users are connected to the Internet trough
mobile phones (in some cases, phone is not the right term, maybe ”device”
would be more precise) and trough regular PCs. Browsing the web with
mobile phones raises new possible risks, some of the main threats are the
missing awareness of the mobile phone users; missing security standards for
producers/sellers of such mobile devices; and the accumulation of sensible,
user related data while using mobile phones.
This master thesis will introduce and explain existing problems in mobile
phone use case scenarios while discussing the current possible attacks and
security mechanisms, trying to search for analogies in the world of personal
computers. By discussing these issues, the importance of security in the
field of mobile phones will be underlined.
Many now available statistics claim, that the world of mobile devices is now
dominating over the world of PCs while examining the connection to the
Internet [ITU09]. Some years ago children at primary school started to play
with mobile phones. Many of us had already one or more mobile phones
carrying around always and everywhere with us. Starting with phone calls
and SMS (Short Message Service allows exchange of short text messages
between mobile phone devices), following with simple games. Nowadays,
children at school are playing java games against each other connected via
Bluetooth (an open technology standard for wireless transfer of data over
short distances) or Internet directly. Today, mobile devices such as iPhone
or iPad have either more possibilities: surfing on the web, working with
office-based applications, nearly infinite possibilities through development
of new applications.
The necessity of a security model for privacy protection on mobile phones
is obvious because of its lack as introduced for example in [SDLC09]. Con-
sidering security, following crucial questions raises, which will be discussed
in this master thesis: Are todays mobile devices secured to use them for
private personal data (like banking, government, e-health)? Have todays
devices some kind of security conceptions? How can these mobile devices be
misused? How could we achieve some level of security?
The use case of such mobile phone is different to for example a laptop usage:
a laptop can be disconnected from the Internet in case of a security threat,
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but disconnecting a mobile phone from the network would make it useless.
Mobile devices are going to replace personal computers in many utilizations
of the daily life (mail, chat, instant messaging, viewing media, composing
simple documents, etc).
The growing possibilities through development of new applications for mo-
bile devices brings risks. One of the possibilities to control the implemen-
tation and usage of such applications is the certification (by third parties)
of such applications, proposed for example in [EOM09]. The most spread
(in daily use) business approach in this field is the certification process in
Apples AppStore. Banking and other financial operations undertaken via
Internet are prone to attacks and therefore have to be secured.
The adopted use cases from the well-known world of PCs to the now dis-
cussed world of mobile devices are interesting. Starting by the simple use
case of borrowing a mobile phone to a friend to make a phone call, as studied
in [KBS09]. Following through viewing different multimedia content (news,
online newspapers, social networking, videos, podcasts etc.) and other free
time activities. And ending with critical tasks as secure sending of emails, as
studied for example in [Too08], or working (receiving, editing and sending)
with office applications on critical business data.
The main problem is the awareness of the possible security threats. People
carry their mobile phones everywhere and the possible functionalities of such
devices are growing each day, but the security issues have to be considered.
Many of todays mobile phones do not have a firewall or antivirus application
like our personal computers, even if there are analogies between the world of
mobile phones and PCs. But many users collect confidential data on their
mobile devices (sometimes much more than on their PCs) and are not afraid
of evil attacks on them.

1.2 Goals

This master thesis will introduce and explain current security issues and pos-
sible security mechanisms in mobile phone use case scenarios. The current
problems and threats will be discussed and the current security initiatives
explained based on general security goals and on a proposed classification.
Discussing some possibilities and risks in the future, the necessity of security
improvement will be underlined.
From the scientific point of view, these problems have to be studied and
some methods and/or models to achieve a higher level of security have to be
developed. Not only standards will help, studying the current business mod-
els and investigating them for possible future security issues is also necessary
and is also done in this thesis. People have to be aware of security issues
and therefore the scientists have to examine these existing problems and try
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to introduce some models to find a solution for them. These problems will
be underlined with this master thesis. Trying to find some possibilities to
improve the current security and sum up the problem fields, where changes
are needed, can raise the current discussion and academic research in this
field and by this help to improve the security of mobile devices in the future.
The goal of this thesis is to sum up the current problems and possible secu-
rity issues (inclusive their classification) in mobile phone use case scenarios,
propose some global changes and enhance current business models and/or
use cases that could help to improve the security while using such devices.

1.3 Composition

After introduction into the topic, the simplified hardware (HW) and soft-
ware (SW) composition of mobile phones is summarized according to their
worldwide utilization statistics like [Metb]. To be able to discuss security
threats of these devices, security in general has to be introduced before.
This is done by inspecting the attacker types and security protection goals
in general.[BA10], [Sch00]
By explaining the used operating systems (OSs) of mobile devices, search
for relevant information in the technical knowledge is done. The basic prin-
ciples of such OSs are explained to introduce some possible future problems
in the field of security. [MSS+08]
When introducing and explaining existing and possible future security is-
sues, the undergoing and planned research in security of mobile phone use
cases is discussed and the threats are classified. By this, the current sate-of-
the-art is examined and some future possibilities are introduced. [SDLC09]
Finally, while summing up the main findings in this research work, some
possible (and even necessary) refinements in the field of mobile phone secu-
rity are proposed.
This is a rather new topic and not so many scientific work has been done
(published) yet in the field of the mobile phone use case scenarios security
as in the field of personal computers security. Therefore, no dependencies
on undergoing scientific research are expected. But the development of such
mobile phones expands day by day and therefore the main focus should be
on common, more general security issues like the consideration of use case
scenarios.



Chapter 2

Introduction into Mobile
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Mobile phones are complex devices. For the security considerations of
this thesis, these devices can be divided in three main parts: hardware
interfaces, operating system and mobile applications. Hardware interfaces
and their drivers accessible to the OS enable the device to communicate
with its environment. The OS itself is the main SW part of the device and
enables the coordination and management of the whole HW equipment and
provides libraries for other, optional, SW equipment. And the third part are
the installed applications, which are utilizing the mentioned OS libraries. All
these parts are discussed in this chapter with the goal to provide sufficient
understanding of the SW design of a mobile phone. Another goal of this
chapter is to develop a very simplified general model of such a mobile phone,
to provide a base for future security considerations. Therefore details of the
HW composition of the mobile device itself are for the discussions of this
master thesis not crucial and will be skipped to underline the focus on their
use cases.

2.1 Hardware Interfaces

HW interfaces define the interaction and communication possibilities of de-
vices in general. All devices have their versions and not each version contains
all possible HW interfaces. Therefore the following discussion concentrates
on the most common interfaces, which can be found in many models of mo-
bile devices.
Today’s mobile phones are more and more equipped with sensors like GPS
(Global Positioning System, a satellite navigation system for establishing the
global position on earth) or accelerometer. One of the first built-in sensors
of a mobile phone is obviously the microphone. Thanks to this sensor, the
possibility of acoustic communication was enabled. But with evolution of
these devices and their possible SW equipment, also other interfaces where
added. The main intent of these new emerging interfaces is the possibility
to communicate with the surrounding environment, for example sensing the
light, movement, direction etc.
Each mobile phone consists of above mentioned hardware interfaces (sen-
sors) and their device drivers enabling the OS to communicate with them.
To underline their relevance for the later security discussions, the following
of them are summarized in this section:

• GPS and A-GPS (Assisted GPS, the improvement lies in utilizing other
positioning information such as the used cell tower by cellular phones):
retrieving the position

• Accelerometer: retrieving the approximate speed of a moving device

• Microphone: retrieving the sound from the environment
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• Compass: additional positioning information for retrieving the orien-
tation

• Light sensor: additional information about the lightness of the envi-
ronment

Another group of interfaces enables the communication with other de-
vices and systems in the environment. These are communication interfaces
on different network layers as for example Bluetooth or WLAN (Wireless
Local Area Network, a wireless data distribution method between two or
more devices connected in one network). For further details, the differ-
ent network layers with their concrete protocols and implementation can
be found for example in [Tec05], or in [Sto02] with the focus on wireless
networks and mobile computing; they will not be deeply discussed in this
thesis. While examining the communication possibilities of mobile phones,
among others, following communication interfaces are recapitulated in this
section for further discussions:

• GPRS (General Packet Radio Service, a packet oriented mobile trans-
mission protocol), UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications Sys-
tem, one of the mobile telecommunication technologies, also known as
”3G”), HSCSD (High-Speed Circuit-Switched Data, an enhancement
to CSD) and other data transmission protocols enabling receiving of
data through the mobile network

• IP (Internet Protocol, a packed-switched transmission protocol based
on unique addresses of communicating endpoints) based services en-
abling IP-address-based communication

• WLAN enabling connection to the wireless network and communica-
tion over this channel

• Bluetooth for short distance communication

2.2 Operating Systems of Mobile Phones

A mobile phone can be from the technological point of view divided, like
many other electronic devices, in two main parts: the mobile device hard-
ware and the mobile device software. The mobile device software can be
than coarse divided into the operating system (OS), a kind of firmware (re-
sponsible for communication between mobile device hardware and the OS)
and installed applications. According to statistics of the worldwide usage of
mobile devices (February 2010), the three most used OSs are: 1. iPhone,
2. Android, 3. Symbian. These are followed by other, not so widely used,
OSs: RIM, Windows Mobile, etc. [Metc]
In the following section, each of the three most used OSs will be discussed
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with the aim to provide enough information for a general model of a mobile
phone OS.

2.2.1 Layers of the iPhone OS 3.0

Development of the iPhone OS is based on the principles of Mac OS X and
therefore many similarities exist between these two OSs. A layered view
of the iPhone OS, as shown in Figure 2.1 and described in the following
section, defines four main layers: [App09]

Figure 2.1: Layers of iPhone OS from [App09]

Core OS Layers [App09]

External communication: the CFNetwork framework is based on BSD sock-
ets (network endpoints, which is the IP address combined with the port
number, are represented as sockets) and provides an interface to cooperate
with following technologies:

• use BSD sockets

• create encrypted connections using SSL (Secure Socket Layer is a cryp-
tographic protocol for secure communication) or TLS (Transport Layer
Security is a successor of SSL)

• work with HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol is a standard request-
response based protocol for client-server communication), authenti-
cating HTTP and HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure is a
combination of HTTP and SSL/TLS) servers

• work with FTP servers (File Transfer Protocol used for transferring
data from one host to another)

• publish, resolve, and browse Bonjour (a service discovery protocol)
services
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Communication with accessories: The Accessory Support framework al-
lows the connection of accessories to the device, which can be connected
either through the 30-pin connector (the only one cable connector of such
devices) or via Bluetooth. The connection process is the following: after ob-
taining the information about the external device, a communication session
can be established. In this communication session and through this frame-
work, the external device can be controlled by using its provided commands.

Security: The Security Framework allows the application to secure its
data. With the provided interfaces, following technologies are supported:

• managing certificates

• public and private keys

• trust policies

• generation of cryptographically secure pseudo random numbers

• storage of certificates and cryptographic keys in the keychain

• support for symmetric encryption, HMAC (Hash-based Message Au-
thentication Code combines a hash-value and a secret key for mes-
sage authentication codes), and Digests (functions compatible with the
OpenSSL library, the open source implementation of SSL and TLS)

• share key chain items among multiple applications

System: This is the lowest level of the OS and comprise of the Mach
(operating system microkernel developed at Carnegie Mellon University)
based kernel (central component of each OS architecture establishing the
communication of the application part of the OS and the low-level part
of the OS like CPU (Central Processing Unit, also known as ”processor”),
memory and HW parts), drivers and low-level UNIX interfaces of the OS.
Access to this low-level interfaces is limited to the system and the security
framework, developed applications can access following of them:

• networking (BSD sockets)

• threading (POSIX threads, ”Portable Operating System Interface for
Unix” standard for threads)

• file-system access

• standard I/O (Input/Output)

• Bonjour and DNS (Domain Name Service, a naming service for par-
ticipants of a network) services
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• locale information

• memory allocation

• math computations

Core Services Layer [App09]

Address Book: The Address Book framework supplies interfaces to manage
the Address Book of the device - an application can retrieve and modify the
user’s contact list.
Core Data: The Core Data framework provides special services and simpli-
fications while using a data model in an application.
Core Foundation: The Core Foundation framework is a data management
and service feature, providing methods for: management of date, time,
string, raw data block, preferences; manipulation of URL (Uniform Resource
Locator specifies the address of a resource) and streams; threads and run
loops; port and socket communication.
Core Location: The Core Location framework enables a location of the de-
vice (latitude, longitude) by utilizing GPS, cell network, WLAN signals and
the built-in compass.
In App Purchase: The Store Kit framework provides interfaces for pur-
chases via the iTunes account. An application can request from the user
to buy an additional content for the application (for example in case of a
game, the application can offer additional game levels for additional costs).
This interfaces secure the financial transaction, informing about the success-
ful/unsuccessful payment transaction.
SQLite: The SQLite library enables a lightweight SQL (Standard Query
Language, a standard database language) database for applications.
XML Support: with an built in parser, the interface offers methods for
retrieving the XML (Extensible Markup Language, rules for encoding of
documents) elements, modifying the XML and a simple export to HTML
(HyperText Markup Language, dominant markup language of web pages).

Media Layer [App09]

This layer provides many interfaces for audio and video. An application
can record, modify and play audio and video content. Beside these main
functions, it supports the developer of an application with the needed UI
(User Interface) functionality for development of an application UI.
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Cocoa Touch Layer [App09]

This is the highest level of the OS, which enables functions and interfaces
build upon the other OS layers. An application developer mostly starts de-
veloping an application here by utilizing these services, following the deeper
levels in case of necessity for specific functions. The provided interfaces are
for example: Apple Push Notification Service for notifying a user of an event;
In App Email enabling applications to send e-mails; Peer to Peer support
for peer-to-peer connectivity and in-game voice features.
An important framework of this layer is the UIKit framework. It allows, be-
sides the development of UI, access to the internal HW(hardware)-devices
and enables event driven reactions in the application. To name only some
of them: Accelerometer data; built-in camera; user’s photo library; device
name and model information; battery state information; proximity sensor
information; support for handling touch and motion-based events; accessi-
bility support for disabled users; etc.

2.2.2 Layers of the Android OS 2.1

Development of the open source Android OS is based on the Linux kernel and
includes the operating system, the middleware and some key applications.
Figure 2.2 shows the five layers of the OS, which will be described in the
following sections.

Linux Kernel [Goo10]

The communication between the OS and the software layer is based on the
Linux kernel 2.6 and includes the main services and interfaces for process
management, memory management, network layer, drivers and security.

Android Runtime [Goo10]

Relying on the Linux kernel, register-based Dalvik is used as the VM (Virtual
Machine, a virtual implementation of a machine that acts like a physical
machine) and the core provided libraries are based on the Java VM. By
starting an application under Android OS, the Dalvik VM starts a separate
process for each application. Executables of applications are compiled with
the Java language compiler and then transformed in the ”dex” called Dalvik
format.

Libraries [Goo10]

The Android system includes some core C/C++ (programming languages)
libraries and provides them to the application developers through the An-
droid application framework.
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Figure 2.2: Layers of Android OS from [Goo10]

System C library: The standard C system library (libs), a BSD sockets-
derived implementation, tuned for embedded Linux-based devices.
Media Libraries: Library for playing and recording of audio and video files,
supporting the most popular codecs.
Surface Manager: Access to the display subsystem is provided by this li-
brary, composing 2D and 3D graphic layers.
LibWebCore: This is a modern web browser engine for the Android browser,
based on the open source WebKit engine (core implementation of classes,
that allow the main browser functionality, as displaying homepages in win-
dows, following links, etc.).
SQLite: The lightweight and powerful relational database, which is available
to all applications.

Application Framework [Goo10]

Through this framework, application developers are able to access device
hardware, manage background services, access location information, create
notifications etc. With some security restrictions, each application can ex-
pose its own services, which can be in turn consumed by another application.
Through this mechanism, each component can be replaced by another one.
Views: Extensible set of interfaces for the View-Part of the developed ap-
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plications.
Content Providers: Interfaces for exposing and consuming data to/from
other applications.
Resource Manager: Via this interfaces, non-code resources can be consumed
(layout files, graphics).
Notification Manager: Creating custom notifications is available via this in-
terface.
Activity Manager: This interface manages the life-cycle of an application.

Applications [Goo10]

This is the layer of applications, where new ones, in Java developed, are
installed. The Android OS is shipped with some standard applications,
such as contact list, email client, browser, calendar, SMS program, maps
and others.

Features [Goo10]

Among the mentioned layers, if the hardware supports it, there are many
other interfaces provided by the OS, such as interfaces for: GSM (Global
System for Mobile Communications, the most used standard for mobile tele-
phony), Bluetooth, EDGE (Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution, a mo-
bile phone technology with improved data transmission rates), 3G (a family
of standards for mobile telecommunications), WLAN, Camera, GPS, Com-
pass, Accelerometer, etc.

2.2.3 Layers of the Symbian OS

The OS, based on UI platforms S60, UIQ and MOAP, is now (since 04.02.2010)
also open source and the current Version is the 3rd release of the Symbian
Platform (Q1 2010). In the future, all UI platforms should be integrated
into Qt.[Jak09]

Kernel [Bab07]

As the central manager of the whole system, this kernel is responsible for
managing processes, memory and privileged access to the CPU. Its function-
ality can be extended with device drivers and DLLs (Dynamic Link Library,
shared libraries that makes some functionality available for the caller).

Base Libraries [Bab07]

Placed upon the kernel, base libraries provide interfaces for the underlying
layer functionality for the OS itself, its components and installed applica-
tions. These includes the standard I/O, manipulation with data types and
error handling.
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Application Services and Framework [Bab07]

One layer above, the application services referring on base libraries provide
the main interface for installed applications and allows the communication
with the device. Among others, this functionality can provide access to
the common memory, as for example contacts; using the communication
possibilities for sending messages (SMS, email); voice etc.
The Framework concentrates on the UI part of the applications by providing
the access via interfaces to the UI of the device represented by its display.

Communication Architecture [Bab07]

Communication interfaces cover internal and external communication facil-
ities. External communication takes place with external devices over for
example TCP/IP (Internet Protocol Suite, a set of protocols used for com-
munication over internet), Bluetooth, USB (Universal Serial Bus, a bus for
connecting a host with a device), etc. On the other hand, email, SMS and
communication between the applications is provided by interfaces for inter-
nal communication.

Middleware Feature Architecture [Bab07]

Simple, this category covers all not yet mentioned functionality and inter-
faces, like security, multimedia, animation and others.

2.3 Mobile Applications

Installing new applications on mobile phones faces one big problem from
the viewpoint of security - their approval. Beside this problem, also the
current trends in application development are discussed here. This section
is finished by definition of a simplified mobile operating system model.

2.3.1 Approval of new Installed Applications

Since the installed applications can be seen as plug-able interfaces for user
interaction, their installation process and impacts are very important for
the security considerations. Each such application has to be installed on the
mobile device, therefore the user has to approve the installation. To support
the user, the developed applications are certified (as described below) and
the user can then better decide, whether he installs the application or not.
Without going into further details of the process, how applications built on
the mentioned OSs of mobile devices are deployed, published and sold, used
business models for application certification will be described very briefly in
the following section. Only legal and official ways of distributing applications
are described in this part, that means possibilities offered by each OS owner.
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iPhone OS

If a developer wants to publish his application for other iPhone users, he
has to publish it in the iTunes store. To achieve the publishing managed by
Apple, the developer has to submit the binary of the application, which is
in turn checked by Apple. Since this process of checking the application by
Apple is not public, one could only assume, that some static and dynamic
analyzes are made, maybe in some cases also manual human analysis is uti-
lized. Such an approved application is than available in iTunes for download
and installation for all registered iTunes users.

Android OS

The application approval process is handled via certificates, which are used
for the identification of the author of such an application. Also self signed
certificates are allowed, without using a trusted certificate authority. Ac-
cording to this, a new application developed for Android OS is not forced to
be checked by any authority and can be made available without restrictions.

Symbian OS

Symbian OS also utilizes certificates for establishing trustworthiness of new
developed applications. As by Android OS, also self signed applications
can be published. If a developer wants to increase the credibility of his
new developed application, he can also try to get a special certificate, as
for example ”Symbian Signed”, proclaiming that his application meets the
described internal standard.

Application Approval Model

Summing up the above mentioned application approval models, following
two possible models are used today: Approval Process as used by iPhone
OS and Apple’s iTunes-Store, where the submitted executable of an ap-
plication is checked and the publication of such application is approved or
denied by an authority. Application Certification as used by Android OS
or Symbian OS, where the certificates and signing are used to identify the
author. If a developer wants to get some (mostly paid) certificates, he has
to meet the certificate requirements, which are then checked and the certifi-
cate is assigned. Such additional certificates are mainly for attracting the
user for the offered application and are not necessary for the distribution of
applications.

2.3.2 Current Trends in Application Development

Nowadays, many developers are aware of the mobile device market. There
are plenty of websites and communities for each mentioned platform trying
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to support the development of new applications.
The survey in [Meta] illustrates the importance of development of SW for
the field of mobile devices and underlines the necessity of considering the
security aspects of this topic as done in this work. The authors of [Meta]
have chosen 108 developers (selected via author’s publisher newsletter) and
surveyed them with these main findings:

• Publishers try to develop for multiple platforms

• Developers cross-develop on both main platforms Android and iPhone

• Developers are satisfied with their success in mobile platforms

The developers of applications do not concentrate on one single platform,
but they concentrate on the most common used while increasing their possi-
ble market success. 31% of surveyed developers already developed for more
than one platform, 47% of surveyed developers plan to develop for more
than one mobile platform and 58% of asked developers already develop mo-
bile websites. These findings underline the necessity of security concepts not
based on OS of the mobile platforms, as developers also do not concentrate
on them. For example, more than 70% of iPhone developers plan to develop
for Android over the next six months. On the other hand, 48% of Android
developers plan to develop for iPhone in the next six months.
As the mobile world is interesting for developers and they plan to develop
more for this sector and also for multiple platforms, the necessity of having
security concepts for the development is already given. As 64% of surveyed
developers rate their success of developed applications as ”very” or ”some-
what” successful. As known from the world of PCs, there is no possibility to
add security to a working system (OS and their applications), the security
considerations have to be made beforehand. This also underlines the neces-
sity of considerations proposed in this work. For further information on the
exact statistics refer to the used source [Meta] or other statistics made on
this topic.

2.4 Simplified Mobile Operating System Model

The very coarse description of the three above OSs of mobile devices has
shown, that they have the main concepts in common. But there are also
many differences in the detailed implementation of each OS.
By examining the security of mobile devices, the central point of this thesis
is not the knowledge of location of an interface/library (whether it is located
in the bottom or top layer of the OS), but the knowledge that such an inter-
face exists and is accessible to the OS. The security of this functionality and
the security model behind this interface should be reviewed and discussed.
As this thesis is focused on the security considerations of mobile device use
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cases, abstraction from such ”small” differences is needed. To focus the
future discussion on the security in general, without the necessity of point-
ing out each difference of an OS implementation, the following simplified
assumption is made: the differences between the mentioned three OSs of
mobile devices are, from this thesis security viewpoint, not crucial for the
future discussions and can bee seen as variations. But for concrete inspec-
tion of a specific threat, also the architecture needs to be considered. To
underline this assumption, a simplified model of an OS of mobile devices,
which will focus the following considerations on the mobile applications, is
presented in the next lines from [CJ07] and referred as SMOSM (Simplified
Mobile Operating System Model) throughout this thesis.
This model will be used in general discussions about security, valid for each
of the discussed OSs in Section 2.2. The other motivation is also to combine
many functionality into SMOSM, which are not yet implemented in all of
the yet developed OS (e.g.: the real multitasking is not yet available in the
iPhone OS 3, but in Android and Symbian). As discussed in Section 2.1, also
some HW interfaces are not present in each version of a mobile device. For
such cases, it will be assumed that the SMOSM provides the interfaces for
these functionality because of today presence in some OSs and some mobile
devices. This enables us not to distinguish in such cases between hardware
and software versions, but concentrate on the model of such implemented
interface/functionality.
According to the discussed OSs in Section 2.2, a layered view of such a
SMOSM could look like the Figure 2.3 proposed in [CJ07].

Figure 2.3: Layers of SMOSM from [CJ07]

As can be seen in the model, installed mobile applications are plug-able
parts of a mobile device, which can be installed and extend the functionality
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of the OS by utilizing its interfaces.
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This chapter introduces security and its principles, known also from other
devices like personal computers. The many years of development of PCs
showed the necessity of considering security from the beginning of develop-
ment of devices and their infrastructures. Todays problems of the internet
originate from some not considered security principles in the past. The main
reason is the fast development. Nobody thought of an interconnected world
with millions and millions participants when introducing the first connection
of PCs.
There is a parallel in this development in the world of mobile devices. When
first mobile phones were developed, nobody even thought of the ongoing
evolution into a multimedia device, which can replace a PC in many daily
situations.
This chapter starts with the discussion about stakeholders of an attack: the
attacker and the user of the mobile phone. Some possible attackers are clas-
sified with the aim to discuss their objectives and also to clarify the scope
of the further discussions about security. The protection goals of security in
general are discussed in the last part of this chapter to provide a guideline
for systematic threat analysis in next chapters.

3.1 Types of Attackers

Before discussing the protection goals, which each system should provide for
it’s users, the source of an attack should be considered. It is necessary to
be aware of all the stakeholders of an attack. One group of them are the
attackers. The most appropriate classification of attackers is based on their
motivation and the objective of the attack. Since each attacker is ready to
invest resources for an attack directly dependent on his motivation. The
following classification of attackers is taken from [Sch00]. Important for this
thesis and future discussion of possible security improvements is also the
delimitation of treated types of attackers. Therefore each attacker type is
considered also from this viewpoint and discussions in next chapters.

3.1.1 Hackers

”I define a hacker as an individual who experiments with the limitations
of systems for intellectual curiosity or sheer pleasure; the word describes a
person with a particular set of skills and not a particular set of morals.”
[Sch00]
A hacker enjoys the crossing of borders, getting access to closed systems.
Surely there exists bad hackers, but their main intention is not the data
gained by the attack, but the ability to break a system. By trying to hack
a system, attackers have to gain knowledge of the system, many times is
this knowledge much higher than the knowledge of the system designers and
originators. Another of their specifics is, that they have relatively enough
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time, but are limited in financial resources.
The problem is, that their work is illegal. Breaking into a closed system
is illegal. Such a compromised system is no more secure and also if the
hacker claims, that he changed nothing in the system, the system is no more
secure. Another problem is, that these hackers often provide an automated
possibility to break into such systems, enabling other people utilizing these
tools.

3.1.2 Lone Criminals

”Lone criminals will target commerce systems because that’s where the
money is. Their techniques may lack elegance, but they will steal money,
and they will cost even more money to catch and prosecute. And there will
be a lot of them.” [Sch00]
A lone criminal is a small player in the chain of attacks, because he has less
money to finance his attack. The difference to the above described hacker
is, that lone criminals are interested in stealing money in any possible way
and form. This thesis also covers attacks from lone criminals, since their
only difference to hackers is, that a lone criminal uses the opportunity of
gained access to also make money with it.

3.1.3 Malicious Insiders

”A malicious insider is a dangerous and insidious adversary. He’s already
inside the system he wants to attack, so he can ignore any perimeter de-
fenses around the system. He probably has a high level of access, and could
be considered trusted by the system he is attacking.” [Sch00]
The problem by fighting against insiders is, that they deserve trust from
the system. The main common security improvements concentrate on ex-
ternal attackers, without the knowledge of internal procedures. It is hard
to identify them and also to take action against them, since they reside in
the system (because of their assigned role). This group of attackers is not
considered in this thesis, since it is nearly impossible for a mobile phone to
spot an malicious insider, or to distinguish them from real trusted users.

3.1.4 Industrial Espionage

”The line where investigative techniques stop being legal and start being il-
legal is where competitive intelligence stops and industrial espionage starts.
The line moves from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, but there are gross gener-
alities.” [Sch00]
Sometimes it is a problem to distinguish legal and illegal actions in busi-
ness. Only objective referees can distinguish, but if the decision is worth
enough money, the referee can change his mind being subjective. The main
objective of such an attack is the advantage in a business competition.
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3.1.5 Press

”In industrial countries with reasonable freedoms, the press can bring con-
siderable resources to bear on attacking a particular system or target. They
can be well funded; they can hire experts and gain access. And if they be-
lieve their motivations are true, they can tolerate risk.” [Sch00]
This kind of attacker is very similar to the industrial espionage, the only
difference is the objective. Press is prepared to pay for a new story a lot of
money to be the first to publish it (keyword for current topic: WikiLeaks).
From the viewpoint of this thesis, these two attacker types can be seen as
similar.

3.1.6 Organized Crime

”In terms of risk, organized crime is what you get when you combine lone
criminals with a lot of money and organization. These guys know that you
have to spend money to make money, and are willing to invest in profitable
attacks against a financial system.” [Sch00]
Organized crime is a global international business. The objectives of orga-
nized crime did not change with the emerging of mobile phones, they just got
another place of criminality. Since identity theft grows and utilizing mobile
phones for electronic theft is more and more valuable, the here discussed
devices can become a focused target.

3.1.7 Police

”You can think of the police as kind of like a national intelligence orga-
nization, except that they are less well funded, less technically savvy, and
focused on crimefighting.” [Sch00]
Different to other attackers, police is gathering information for courts. If
some police subjects handle against the law, they can be considered as ma-
licious insiders. Police is going to be an attacker, when a police state abuses
the possible access of police to secret information and systems.

3.1.8 Terrorists

”This category is a catchall for a broad range of ideological groups and
individuals, both domestic and international. There’s no attempt to make
moral judgments here: One person’s terrorist is another person’s freedom
fighter.” [Sch00]
This group of attackers concentrate more on destruction (denial of service),
as on gathering information (personal data stored in mobile phones can
support their intentions). In the area of IT, breaking into systems like air
traffic control, could have terrible impacts. Also their motivation is very
high, since they see their actions as a part of a war. Therefore it is also
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important to see how helpful would it be for such criminals to gain access
to devices like mobile phones.

3.1.9 National Intelligence Organizations

”For most of their adversaries, this is all a game: break into a Web site,
gain some competitive intelligence, steal some money, cause a little mayhem.
Whatever. For these guys, it’s very real.” [Sch00]
These organizations have enough resources to buy research, hackers, etc.
But one of their objectives is to remain secrete, they are not interested in
publishing gained information. If such organizations attack a mobile phone
to gain access to the ongoing communication, they want to remain secret
so the communication participants exchange information without fear to be
overheard.

3.1.10 Infowarriors

”An infowarrior is a military adversary who tries to undermine his target’s
ability to wage war by attacking the information or network infrastructure.
Specific attacks range from subtly modifying systems so that they don’t work
(or don’t work correctly) to blowing up the systems completely.” [Sch00]
One main difference to national intelligence organization is the willing to
tolerate things, which would be intolerable to them. The second main goal is
to lower the ability of the enemy to continue the war. Military had in the past
different systems to the commercial products. But today, the development
of commercial devices is much more faster than the development of military
devices. Therefore, it could be, that military is utilizing the same mobile
phones, that are available for the commerce. This is a big problem, since
these military devices can be attacked on the same way as the commercial
ones.

3.2 The Human Factor for Mobile Phone Security

Attackers are not the only group of stakeholders of an attack. The second
important participant in an attack on mobile phones is the user of the de-
vice itself. There are many reasons, why users are not successful in blocking
attacks, but one of the fundamental problems in the field of user security
in general is the unawareness of the involved participants. A good example
is the evolution of PCs, where also many users where not aware of many
security risks they were exposed to while using their PCs connected to the
internet. There are still many users unaware of these risks, but the society
has achieved a security standard, where OSs of PCs are shipped with fire-
walls and some antivirus applications.
An interesting survey regarding user attitudes was made in 2005 [CF05].
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One of the results was, that the criteria of security came last for provider
selection by mobile phone users. But if they were asked to rank criteria when
selecting a model of a mobile phone, security came second after battery life.
This could be interpreted, that mobile phone users think, that the security
depends on the device and not on the provider.
”Sixty-six percent of respondents reported to use PIN (Personal Identifica-
tion Number, a secret number shared between a user and a system to gain
access to secured content) authentication at switch on, with 18% of users also
utilizing the secondary standby mode authentication.” [CF05] This means,
that nearly 30% of respondents do not use the PIN protection. And addi-
tionally, 45% of asked users never changed their PIN, 42% of respondents
changed the initial PIN. Only 13% of them have changed their PIN number
more than once. Another problem is, that 36% of respondents use as their
PIN a number used also in other their services. Therefore the knowledge of
such a number would allow the attacker to compromise also other services
of the attacked user.
According to the survey [Sea09] from December 2008 in Hong Kong, 48%
of respondents think, that the cell network provider is responsible for the
security of their mobile devices. 25% of respondents claimed, that the man-
ufacturers of their mobile devices should ensure its security. And 26% of
respondents thought, that the user of the mobile phone is responsible for
its security. Another interesting topic is the connection to the internet and
the related security threats possibilities. 70% of the respondents have their
mobile phones connected to the internet, but 66% of respondents do not
have any protection software installed on their devices. And 17% of re-
spondents did not have any opinion to the security of their devices. The
malware awareness is relatively high, because 86% of the asked users think,
that their devices could be infected through Bluetooth. 90% of respondents
declared, that a possible malware could gain access to their contacts and
send text messages without their notice (and they would have to pay these
extra costs). Interesting is, that the respondents were aware of malware,
but more than a half of them had no security software installed.
In the survey [Ent09] from December 2008, 66% of worldwide respondents
did not have installed any security software, compared with 86% in 2007.
According to the survey [Sta09] from 2009, 89% of asked professionals think
that the security level of mobile phones is low. Up to 46% of the asked
companies did not have any rules and security restrictions concerning em-
ployees mobile phones. Only 25% of asked respondents declared, that the
possibility to get illegal access to the company’s private network will remain
low in 2011 and 40% think, this risk will be high or very high.
Another survey [Hig10] concerning the company’s employees and their mo-
bile phones show results, that something about 10% of surveyed companies
are running some sort of anti-malware software, but 54% plan to introduce
them in the following year (i.e. year 2011). According to this U.K. based
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survey, the traffic produced by malware and spam via mail, MMS (Mul-
timedia Messaging Service, improvement of SMS to be able to send also
multimedia content to and from a mobile phone) and SMS has risen from
2% up to 20-30%, from which 14-22% was considered malicious. Also impor-
tant is, that 40% of asked companies want to recruit staff for their security
considerations.
Without the knowledge of the dependencies of security awareness of PCs and
here discussed mobile phones, the main reason why PC users are aware of se-
curity and do not recognize such risks while using their mobile phones, could
be, that they do not recognize them as very similar to PC risks from the
viewpoint of their OSs (as discussed in Section 2.2). Nowadays, many mo-
bile devices are permanently connected to the internet and therefore many
of the well known risks apply also to them. As discussed in Section 3.3, these
protection goals have to be implemented into the OSs of mobile devices too.

3.3 Protection Goals

Protection goals evolved through years. New development of functional-
ity and possible use cases made new protection goals necessary. Based on
[BA10], the for this thesis relevant protection goals are summarized in the
following section and are conducted with possible examples from the world
of mobile devices.

3.3.1 Confidentiality

Confidentiality of information is the goal to protect information from unau-
thorized subjects. In other words, some specific information is accessible
only to certain subjects. This covers also the monitoring of access to infor-
mation parts while transported (access rights), no matter whether the infor-
mation is stored or only transported. Also additional information about the
sending and receiving procedure should remain secret. The behavior of com-
municating subjects should be secured too, because a trace of their activity
could reveal parts of confidential information. One of the main methods to
ensure confidentiality are the mentioned access rights and encryption. En-
crypted data stays secret for other participants unless they have the key to
decrypt the information (either symmetric or asymmetric encryption can be
used). This should apply to each communication interface of mobile devices,
also for the simple voice transmission between two participants. Detailed
discussions about confidentiality issues in mobile phone communication pro-
tocols like GSM can be found in [LHY99]. Confidentiality can be divided
into following subgoals.
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Unlinkability

While using some internet services for example with a mobile device, some
servers and services are accessed. The goal of unlinkability is to make it
impossible for a third party (e.g. the attacker) to combine multiple single re-
quests of one source together. One possible counteraction to achieve this pro-
tection goal are mixes (keyword: Schaum Mix). Some server/communication
element mixes the access flow from the mobile device and therefore no link-
ability of this device is possible unless the mix method is known. Authors of
[JLP10] developed for example a novel approach for temporal unlinkability.

Untraceability

The goal of untraceability is somehow similar to the above mentioned un-
linkability. But in contrast to linkability, where more actions can be linked
together, traceability is possible, when actions can be traced back to a con-
crete subject. An example would be the ability to trace activities such as
a buying behavior of an unknown participant to a concrete person’s mobile
device. This problem is discussed for example in [SSG99].

Anonymity

Anonymity is given, when the identity of the user can not be revealed and
it is the result of the above mentioned unlinkability. This anonymity must
be irreversible in contradiction to the below mentioned pseudonymity, that
means there is no way to reveal the anonymity backwards to the concrete
person. For example, monitoring of behavior of mobile device user for sta-
tistical considerations is not a security threat, if there is really a mechanism
which guarantees the anonymity of such mobile device user. This problem
is discussed for example in [CKK+08], where also a possible implementation
is proposed.

Pseudonymity

In contradiction to the above mentioned anonymity, pseudonymity is the
creation of new identity and assigning it to a concrete person. The new
identity represents a pseudonymity for the concrete person, because the only
way to assign the new identity (for example a numerical unique identifier) to
the concrete person is to know the assign-rule. This would be for example
(in contradiction to the above mentioned example) an assign-rule, where
to each monitored person an unique identifier is assigned (for example to
pseudonymize the statistical analysis). And in case some suspicious and
illegal actions of the monitored person are discovered, this assign rule can
be used to reveal the pseudonymized identity. Such an approach while using
mobile phones was proposed for example in [CDG05] or [DCG08].
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Unobservability

When the protection gaol of unobservability is not guaranteed, the subject
sending/receiving data can be identified. Utilization of services or send-
ing/receiving data can then be observed. One such example would be the
identification of some person using his mobile device and observing him while
using it. The problem for example in packet and data oriented networks (like
IP) is, that it is always observable, that a subject is sending/receiving data
and therefore the identification of this subject is possible. As mentioned
before, mixes can be utilized. Also some dummy data can be produced by
the subject and sent somewhere to make the identification harder. Another
problem of observability is the environment, where the subject with it’s mo-
bile device are located. Some physical observation methods could be used,
like camera, voice recorder, another spying person, up to some radiation
measurement of the electronic device. This part of observability isn’t easy
to minimize by the design of mobile devices. Maybe some sort of radiation
could be checked and minimized, but the user himself is responsible for the
control of physical spying in the user’s (physical) environment. Maybe the
awareness would force the user to protect himself.

Covertness, Obscurity

In some use cases the security problem is also the knowledge, that a com-
munication even occurs. Steganography is one of such examples achieving
covertness, when the secret message is covered into the ”unnecessary” data
of images or sound files. The security goal of covertness is in general very
hard to achieve and the prerequisite is the knowledge about the used trans-
port method/protocol. An example of this goal would be the possibility to
cover even the information, that two participants are calling each other via
their mobile phones.

3.3.2 Transparency

Transparency can be seen as a contradiction to the above mentioned confi-
dentiality. Used systems and algorithms have to be clear and understand-
able. Clear information about the processed persons, persons private data
and its actions have to be available. A possible way to achieve transparency
in mobile devices is such a description of the whole OS (and also its addi-
tional applications) of this mobile device, where processed information are
clearly defined. Another part of transparency is the utilization transparency,
where the usage of a mobile device can be logged (with usage of digital sig-
natures and time stamps), which can also be achieved in a mobile device
with an system wide logfile respectively a log database, for example.
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Accountability

This protection goal should ensure, that the source of information can be
identified, for instance the sender of an email sent via a mobile device. Ac-
countability also means the detectability and the non-repudiation, which
are interconnected meanings of this protection goal. These problems occur
mostly in e-commerce environments, where the source of the information
has to be verified (bank account) and the detectability of realized payment
and non-repudiation of an made order are central for the business. With the
evolution of internet and remote access to information, the goal of account-
ability grows and covers today a relatively new aspect of responsibility. The
accountability has to be ensured mainly for the reason, that an action (ac-
cess to information via mobile device) and the non-repudiation of this action
has to be secured. For example, authors of [WRP08] discuss the signatures
for non-repudiation for service payment.

Authenticity

Authenticity is interconnected with the above mentioned accountability and
represents mechanisms, that ensure the identity of a person. On an example
of two persons A and B communicating via their mobile devices, the authen-
ticity ensures the identity of A and B and also ensures, that A, B remain
A, B for the whole communication session, i.e. that nobody (any person
C) could act in some parts of the ongoing communication session as A or
B without the notice of them. To ensure authenticity, some private person
information (known as credentials) are used, like: passwords, biometric data
like iris or fingerprint, presence of chip cards and other authentication de-
vices. The well known example from the beginning of mobile phones and
devices is the knowledge of PIN, which ensures a (relatively small) level
of authenticity, because theoretically, only the owner of the mobile device
should know this PIN (according to ”Personal Identifier”), without consid-
ering the weakness of such a mechanism. Another authenticity mechanism
of mobile phones is the presence of SIM. Evaluation of improvements and
implementing a ”Software SIM” are discussed for example in [MM08].

Reviewability

One could see the reviewability as a combination of accountability and au-
thenticity. But the reviewability itself as a protection goal should ensure,
that each information flow, access to a system and an action in the sys-
tem itself has to be reviewable, i.e. each information flow should be veri-
fiable/checkable. In other words, this goal should ensure that the flow of
the crucial information is reconstructible and a possible misuse is verifiable.
In case of information misuse, it should be possible to review, who entered,
read, modified or entirely removed the crucial information. Accountability is
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therefore more concentrated on the identity, but the reviewability is concen-
trated on the past actions and their documentation. Such an approach was
presented in [PS10], where the authors propose a framework for auditable
records of transactions.

3.3.3 Availability

Availability covers the possibility to access a service. Mostly measured in
percent, 100% availability of a mobile device means, that every time needed,
it responds as intended to the user. Simple, this availability would not be
guaranteed, if the device would ”froze” (not responding or responding not
correctly) and would need a restart of the system. The time from the passed
availability to the successful reboot and beginning availability is called down-
time. In complex systems, like the auction service eBay, redundant systems
(more than only one physical server) try to minimize each leverage of the
100% level of availability. Colin Mulliner did some research on SMS fuzzing,
where he tried to inject a SMS into the mobile phone to attack it”s avail-
ability, as described for example in [MM09].

3.3.4 Integrity

The security goal integrity covers two parts: the integrity and correctness
of data (data integrity); the correctness of the system itself, of it’s function-
ality and intended responses (system integrity). Integrity therefore deals
with the whole information flow. The data integrity is ensured, when the
production of data from the system is correct (no mistakes), when the data
was not unintended modified by another subject and presented correctly
as a response without modification. Such integrity is often ensured by hash
values, which are results of mathematical functions computed with the data.
Each modification of this data would then result into a different hash value
computed with the modified data. In some systems, also time is a sort of
integrity, where the time sequences of request/response messages matters
and the order of such messages is crucial. While placing calls with mobile
phones in foreign cellular networks, integrity issues arise (roaming), as dis-
cussed for example in [CKK+08]. This goal can be divided into following
subgoals.

Dependability, Reliability

Dependability is achieved, when the system enters no unintended or unde-
fined state while executing the necessary commands. Reliable are the system
functions, when they act exactly as specified. In one simple sentence: Relia-
bility and Dependability ensure, that the target state and the current state
of the system are always equal. Example of such problem in a mobile device
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could be an error in the implementation of cryptographic signing of outgo-
ing e-mails, where the computed hash value of a message would be wrong
and such message would be thrown away at the recipient because of the
(not happened) modification of the content. Authors of [BC04] composed a
framework for identifying dependability problems when developing software
for mobile phones.

Controllability

Controllability concentrates on the elimination of possible risks connected
with operation of the user. A possible example while using mobile devices
would be an unchecked input (number: range, amount; string: length, used
characters) to a service request, which could lead to dysfunction of the mo-
bile device itself or the whole service (available for more mobile device users).
Such a possibility to cause miss functions and to break the integrity because
of not controlled user behavior is against the mentioned controllability as
one of the protection goals.

Non-Propagation

Non-propagation of data has to be ensured, because if the temporarily as-
signed access rules can be copied and used more than once, then the integrity
of such a transaction is not ensured. These attacks are known as replay-
attacks and are often used in finance transactions. One example would be a
session, where a person buys tickets for a performance via his mobile device.
Then a delinquent could copy these session credentials and buy some tickets
for himself.
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In this chapter, some today and future use cases utilizing mobile phones
and their provided technologies and possibilities are described. Providing
possible scenarios, the motivation for security considerations for next chap-
ters should be developed. This chapter binds the discussion of composition
and functionality of mobile phones with the before defined protection goals
and provides motivation for security considerations of the possible attacks
in this use case scenarios. Following chapters refer to these use cases for
further security discussions.

4.1 Communication via Messages

By introducing laptops in daily lives usage, the possibility to check, manage
and answer e-mail more instantly and also on trips was a huge step for
people to be more reachable and not addicted to the workplace. Further,
using SMS on mobile phones is common used for its intended purpose -
namely short messaging. For detailed studies refer for example to [HC05],
teenagers are the focus in [GPE06] and middle-aged users in [SRS06]. New
possible scenarios of SMS are discussed for example in [HUJ05].
The development of mobile phones makes it possible to check, manage and
answer e-mails directly on the mobile phone. Often, there is no difference
in reachability between receiving a SMS or e-mail.

4.2 Storing Personal Data

After introduction of mobile phones into daily life, the necessity to store
phone numbers of communication partners into mobile phone’s contact list
emerged. During the development of these devices, the contact information
was more and more precise. Today, a mobile phone user can store many
other types of personal data beside the phone number of a person in the
contact list: photo, birthday, postal address, private and business contact
numbers, various mail addresses, additional web page links, custom notes
and much more.
But not only the contact list contains personal data. Also daily used infor-
mation, like the personal calendar, is often used. Storing past, current and
future daily life schedules, possibly interconnected with persons in the con-
tact list, making personal notes attached to these appointments. All these
new possibilities allows a mobile phone user to store personal data in the
device. Data which is stored, accessed and modified sometimes even more
often than it would be on other devices, like for example on a laptop or
desktop PC.
Authors of for example [MHM+10] discuss personal data on mobile phones
and propose a framework for securing them.
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4.3 Location Based Information

Location based services in mobile phones have their origin in the estab-
lishment of a cellular network. For a successful connection between two
communicating subjects over the cellular network, the operator of such a
cellular network has to know where these two participants are located to
establish a connection over cell towers. Therefore, each cell phone has to
be connected with at least one cell tower to make/receive calls. This was
in the past the most granular source of location information about such a
mobile phone, because distances between such towers are sometimes several
kilometers.
With the development of mobile devices, other, more precise location infor-
mation, were made available. GPS modules, included in the most todays
mobile devices, provide a relatively precise location information. Another to-
day utilized location information are the WLAN access points, since WLAN
modules are also more often included into new mobile devices. The com-
bination of the above mentioned location services can provide a relatively
precise location information.
To specify the location and its environment even more detailed, other sen-
sors, like for example the acoustic sensor (at least microphone is present in
each device), of a mobile phone can be used. By analyzing the sound in
the surrounding area, some specific properties of such environment can be
identified. The authors of [SXD09] conclude, that in their proposed method
by using only the analyses of the audio (without assistive information, as ac-
celerometer, GPS, etc.), a 91% overall recognition rate can be achieved. By
only analyzing the sound of the environment, authors can distinguish, if the
device is in a classroom, office, vehicle, etc. But such statistical arithmetic-
operations are resource intensive and therefore some times not possible in
the mobile devices directly. For this reason, some applications send collected
information to a server, which evaluates the collected information and re-
turns only results to the mobile phone. Such an application is for example
SoundSense and is described in [LPL+09]. Without the disruption of the
user, the collected information is sent to the server, evaluated and sent back,
without any notice of the mobile phone owner. Also personalized profiles
for each user are available and the application is capable of learning user
habits in the field of acoustic events. A possible use case in the daily life
could look like proposed in [MLF+08], where the authors developed an ap-
plication, which infers the current social environment similar as described
above and is connected with the social network, as for example Facebook,
and automatically updates the social status of the user.
Having all these possible context information about the position and envi-
ronment of such a mobile device, location-based services gain a high interest
by developers. The authors of [IMI10] summarize the existing literature in
the field of location-dependent query processing. Without going into further
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details, these services are based on location information about the mobile
device (gathered by the before mentioned sensors). The more precise the in-
formation about the location is, the more precise the location-based service
will be.
Going even further, the authors of [CMP09] combined information of phone
calls, sent messages and environment information to develop a platform
called SocialCircuits. According to their work, this platform is capable of
examine the social circuit of a person: face-to-face and phone-based commu-
nication. By utilizing the sensors mentioned above, this platform is capable
of examining the face-to-face communication with a participant and draw
some conclusions, based on these collected information, regarding the social
circuit of a mobile phone user.
In contrast to PCs, many mobile phones today are equipped with a position-
ing HW. But these devices contain also other sensors, like for example the
microphone, accelerometer or light sensors. All of these sensors connected
with the positioning HW allow the positioning services to be more precise.
And when the position and motion of such a device is known, tracking or
even guessing the current moving activity is possible. Such an approach, by
combining the accelerometer and the positioning HW, was used by the au-
thors of [RMB+10] to determine the transportation mode. By utilizing this
knowledge, an application could improve collective values like the nature.
Such an example was proposed in [FDK+09], where the authors developed
an application for sensing and revealing the transportation behavior.

4.4 Assisting People with Special Needs

Today, many devices concentrate on assisting people with special needs in
their daily life trying to integrate them much more in the society, as it was
possible in the past. A mobile device, with its growing technical possibili-
ties, can emerge to the missing platform for disabled people. Voice, camera,
positioning and ambience sensors can assist people with special needs.
Authors of [VBSP08] discuss some possible services for patients (from the
point of view of an hospital, such people are patients) and hospital, like for
example: monitoring patient’s condition, location-based monitoring, remote
surveillance, alarm-triggered actions, help on demand, direct communica-
tion. All these services are possible though and can be combined in one
device - the mobile phone.
Combining all sensors, also for example a camera capable of video recording,
could be very useful for example for guiding blind people through their daily
life procedure. A mobile device capable of indoor and outdoor navigation
could guide the person with usage of GPS/A-GPS, cellular network, connec-
tion to internet and WLAN hot spots in his whole journey by utilizing voice
navigation. The lookup of destination, retrieving additional information, as-
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sisting during the whole journey and reacting on unforeseen circumstances
could be provided from such mobile devices in a blind friendly way to the
user.
The survey from [KGE11] summarizes the development of electronic mobile
guides and could be used for adoption for blind people to develop a suitable
solution for their disability.

4.5 Automated Alarming

In many daily life situations - not depending on a possible disability of the
mobile device user - an assisted technology can provide the needed help.
Such a case could be a car accident, as discussed for instance in [BIM+09].
For example, a person connects his mobile phone with the car system. The
car system recognizes a possible accident automatically and undertakes the
necessary communication with first aid service, police, assurance and other
necessary services.

4.6 Network Communication Services

A common use case of laptops is to connect them to the company’s intranet
and work with a remote data or work via a remote PC. For working on
remote PC from the laptop, a network connection to that remote point and
a client for working with the remote machine are necessary. Nowadays, a
VPN (Virtual Private Network, keeping private a conversation between two
participants over a public network like internet) connection is common for
this purpose. A mobile phone can be also used for this scenario. Having an
internet connection and a suitable client for the remote machine running on
the mobile phone, the communication is possible. The anytime access from
anywhere in business environments is discussed for example in [POS+01].
According to [EKC08] the usage of a Peer to Peer File Transfer Protocol is
another example.
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Based on the protection goals from Section 3.3, security of mobile phone
use cases is systematically inspected. First a classification of possible attack
surface is given. Afterwards some of the presented use cases of Chapter
4 will be analyzed and classified. The analysis contains already existing
threats as also possible future problems against the presented security goals
in scenarios using mobile phones. But not only possible scenarios, even
concrete, by researchers documented, examples of threats are discussed.
This classification is based on the simplified description of mobile phones in
Chapter 2. The relevant layers of such systems are used to define the classes
for further security analysis in this thesis. These are the four identified
groups of threats discussed in the following chapter:

• Communication Interfaces

• OS Vulnerabilities

• Installed Applications

• Mobility

5.1 Defining the Mobile Phone Attack Surface

Analogue to [AAB10], where the authors utilize implied scenarios for secu-
rity testing, this classification is based on in Chapter 4 discussed possible use
case scenarios of mobile usage. By analyzing possible threats based on use
case scenarios, not a concrete part of a mobile phone is examined, but the
whole use case scenario. Focusing the threat analysis on scenarios provides
an overall view on possible attacks, allowing combination of more security
threats of more components to one security attack. Such analysis is more
complete (not bind to a component) and has the focus of this master thesis
- analyzing use cases of mobile phones.
To perform a security threat analysis for mobile phone use case scenarios,
the possible attack surface has to be considered. Based on the discussions in
Chapter 2 and the simplified architecture of the mobile device, this attack
surface is proposed, focused on the discussed examples and is not a com-
plete categorization of all possible threats in mobile device scenarios. It is
proposed for the scope of this thesis and could be extended in future work.
Like in the example of threat analysis of storage systems in [HMLY05], this
classification could be also extended to a domain specific classification of
mobile phone threats.
Authors from [Bla08] examined the security of electricity grid, which is from
the HW point of view very complicated device, and they identified three lay-
ers for security discussions: semantic (involving people), logical (computer
and networks) and physical (including interactions of all layers). Analo-
gously to this classification based on the layers identified by Neumann in
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[NB99], this thesis’s classification has a logical layer divided into OS Vulner-
abilities and Installed Applications, Communication Interfaces as the phys-
ical layer and the interaction with users grouped as Mobility. For more
detailed description what is covered in each class refer to the following sec-
tions.
Based on the described approach in [HL02], the following threat analysis and
the approaches for improvements in Chapter 6 were identified and composed
like following:

1. Make a literature research of existing threats

2. Rank the threats by their decreasing priority

3. Make a literature research for possible responding to these threats

4. Propose a classification based on other similar approaches

5. Provide a threat analysis based on before discussed protection goals
and grouped with the proposed classification

6. Provide possible improvements also based on the protection goals and
on the classification

In next sections, for each mobile surface attack group, some examples are
presented to explain the chosen classes.

5.2 Communication Interfaces

Communication interfaces (on different network layers) refers here for a
generic term for communication protocols like IP, UMTS, GPS; but also
for the wireless kind of communication transfer like WLAN or Bluetooth.
These interfaces are used by built in HW interfaces as mentioned in Section
2.1. To handle attacks in this class, the communication interfaces should be
improved. The following section describes in detail, which communication
interface is covered in this class and on which considerations was this class
defined.
These threats originate from the used communication interface and its weak-
nesses. The most used ones for mobile phones are for example: GSM, GPRS,
EDGE, etc. As these protocols often have some vulnerabilities and some
threats will be discovered also in the future, there is no possibility to solve
these issues in the mobile device itself. But the design and implementation
of the OS should see this communication interfaces as possible source of vul-
nerabilities and allow in the future some possible (temporary) patches intro-
duced also into the OS-Layer. But most of these leaks should be patched in
the communication environment of the mobile device and not on the device
itself. Clearly a patch of a communication protocol like GSM is not so easy
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to roll out and needs some time to even distribute it, therefore also patch
possibilities in the mobile phone itself should be enabled.
Another complex group of communication interfaces also covered in this
group are IP-based communication protocols. Their vulnerabilities should
be positioned as a subclass of the above described interface class, but, as
known from the internet, this class covers too many threats to be deeply
discussed in this thesis. Since the connection via the IP is possible in the
mobile phones, all threats known from the world of PCs connected to the
internet via IP should be placed here, like the pitfalls of e-mail communica-
tion, browsing the web and utilizing any other IP based services.
Sometimes the used interfaces also predefine the workflow, like for example
the SMS. As each device, also mobile phones evolved since their establish-
ment. So were the first mobile phones not designed for the use case to be
always connected to the internet. This subclass covers functions, methods,
possibilities (described in general as workflows) designed and implemented
in the past without the possibilities to consider todays circumstances. So is
for example in today’s mobile phones and the era of malware, viruses and
spam not possible to reject or somehow not receive a SMS or MMS.
Nowadays the current (and new) mobile phones compete on the market in
the number of contained communication interfaces such as WLAN, Blue-
tooth and other (mostly wireless) communication possibilities. These are
additional communication interfaces and whole communication technologies
with their possible security risks. Each designer and user has to consider
such interfaces as possible risks to the mobile device and its OS. As the
devices are mobile, they are more and more equipped with additional inter-
faces and communication possibilities. Therefore the design of the mobile
device (incl. OS) and its interfaces has to consider them as possible secu-
rity risks in the future. For example results the elimination of the infrared
communication possibility from the mobile phone in elimination of whole
nowadays discovered and future possible security leaks of such communica-
tion interface.
The fact, that the communication of a mobile phone has to be mobile, the
main part of communication is wireless. The main sort of attacks against
this possible security leak is, that an attacker does not have to gain physical
access to the network as in case of wired communication, but needs only to
somehow sniff, get access, or even manipulate the transmitted data ”in the
air”.

5.2.1 VPN

Two persons are communicating via usual phone call. The first one has a
mobile phone (further called ”device”) which is capable to connect to a PC
(further called ”PC”) over internet. For these purposes, the device has an
application (a kind of client for remote connections, further called ”client
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app”) for remote connection to the PC. The client app is capable to com-
municate with the PC over VPN.
Implementation of VPN in the device: security leaks concerning this part
are beyond the scope of this thesis and can be classified as Communication
Interfaces (see Section 5.2). It is necessary, that the VPN protocol is imple-
mented securely and its violation can not result in possible attacks against
the device and its OS.
Credentials and transferred data from and to the client app: this part of
the transport path is crucial for the security of the transferred data on the
device itself. There should be no possibility for the device OS itself and for
no parts of it (other applications) to get access to the content of the trans-
ferred data. It could be secured by private memory (with really no access
to other applications) of the client app and a kind of encryption, where the
data transferred from the client app to the system for further transfer, could
not be decrypted. Such an implementation would eliminate the risk of data
interception in the device itself by another (maybe harmful) application.
These problems can be classified as a combination of OS Vulnerabilities (see
Section 5.3) with the Installed Applications (see Section 5.4), since the OS
itself is responsible for some part, as well as the client app is responsible for
other part of the process.
Wireless data: since the data is transferred wireless, any violations in the
transfer method could reveal the transferred data and therefore are a pos-
sible risk in this scenario, which is also beyond the scope of this work and
can be classified as wireless Communication Interfaces (see Section 5.2). All
the communication path from the device to the PC and back is beyond the
scope of this thesis.
An attacker could also try to compromise the device by replacing the tar-
geted PC and transfer harmful data to the device. As there is no other
possibility to secure this threat from the viewpoint of the device as to se-
cure the client app of the device, this threat can be classified as Installed
Applications (see Section 5.4). Here an intuitively possible secure mecha-
nism could be a kind of session management to block communication from
other than the intended PC, but this is also beyond the scope of this thesis’s
security considerations.
Recapitulatory can be concluded, that in this scenario the most crucial part
according to the possible deployment of security mechanisms is the trans-
ferred data in the device intern between the OS of the device and the ap-
plications. Because the deployment of other security mechanisms to other
parts of this concrete communication path are not effective from the view-
point of the mobile device. The Mobility class (see Section 5.5) of threats
has also impact on this scenario, since the communicating person is located
in the public transport vehicle, but this is not the focus of this discussion.
Beside the already mentioned literature, following sources discuss the uti-
lization of VPN (and other forms of private networks and tunnels) in use
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case scenarios of mobile phones: [VBSP08], [MLK+09], [Lan10].

5.2.2 Messages

This is a simple example of polling a remote server (mailbox) for new mes-
sages and in case there is one, its content is downloaded to the mobile phone.
The parts of this communication path can be identified as follows. The mo-
bile phone (further called ”device”) connected with the remote server con-
taining new emails (further called ”mailbox”). For simplicity we assume,
that the functionality of sending/receiving e-mails is covered in the mail
client application (further called ”mail client”) installed on the device.
The communication of the device with the mailbox is realized via wireless
communication and it’s connected risks can be too classified as wireless Com-
munication Interfaces (see Section 5.2). Also the possible security threats
of the used communication protocol (for example IMAP, Internet Message
Access Protocol, a standard internet protocol for mail retrieval) are beyond
the scope and can be classified as Communication Interfaces (see Section
5.2).
There are two main sources of possible threats in this scenario: The first
one is the transmission of the credentials necessary for the mailbox access
from the mail client to the communication interface of the device, since it is
using the same communication interface, where also the received new mail
is transmitted. All possible risks according to revealing the credentials/mail
have to be secured here and the access to content of this data should be
blocked for the device itself and its OS inclusive other devices. This threat
can also be categorized as Installed Applications (see Section 5.4). Second
main source of security risk is the transfer of the data from the device to the
mailbox and back and these aspects are also beyond the scope of the thesis
and can be considered as wireless Communication Interfaces (see Section
5.2).
Also following sources in the literature discuss sending messages in various
forms when utilizing mobile phones: [SRS06], [IHS07], [HKL+07], [Too08],
[MM09].

5.2.3 BitTorrent

Downloading applications (games are also applications) via various protocols
like BitTorrent can result in security threats classified as Communication In-
terfaces (see Section 5.2). Downloading, installing and executing executable
applications from the (unsecured) web has many problematic parts and can
in this scenario be classified as Installed Applications (see Section 5.4). The
main problem of this use case is downloading the executable content from
insecure sources. If the application is known and certified, that it does not
contain any harmful code parts, the downloaded version for example via the
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BitTorrent protocol can contain additional (modified or inserted) harmful
code.
Utilization of BitTorrent and other Peer-To-Peer networks in mobile phone
use case scenarios is discussed for example in: [EKC08], [KN09], [OHKY09],
[ZKJ+10].

5.2.4 Transportation

In this scenario, where collected personal data (transportation habits and
positioning) are transferred for computation to a remote server without
anonymisation (pseudonymisation would be still possible, see Section 3.3.1
for explanation of Anonymity and Pseudonymity), the problem of remote
evaluation is revealed. In such cases the computation is too resource-intensive,
or as in this case, data from many devices has to be collected and then
computed (this computation could also be resource intensive). Connected
threats of this use case could be classified as Communication Interfaces (see
Section 5.2), since the data is sent via communication interfaces. The main
security goal should be securing this data transferred from the device to the
remote server and backwards. Another part of this scenario, which could be
attacked, is the anonymisation of such data, which happens on the device.
Caused by some OS vulnerabilities (see Section 5.3), the anonymisation
could be backtracked.
Transportation is discussed on mobile phone use case scenarios for example
in: [FDK+09], [RMB+10], [CVV+10], [RSD+10].

5.2.5 Cellular Botnets

The authors of [TLO+09] describe a Denial-of-Service attack against the
core of the cellular network. These attacks are ”using selected service re-
quest types on the Home Location Register (HLR), the central repository
of user location and profile information in the network, by a botnet com-
posed entirely of mobile phones.” [TLO+09] Such a successful attack against
HLR destroy the whole service in the attacked part of network, because a
Denial-of-Service of HLR ”would make all users assigned to this device im-
mediately unreachable.” [TLO+09] This explains also the Figure 5.1, where
the successful attack on the central HLR causes a Denial-of-Service for large
geographic network regions. Such an attack can be classified as Installed
Applications (see Section 5.4).

5.2.6 Platform and Network Obscurity

Other security challenges are the obscurity in mobile platforms and the
mobile network. Many mobile platforms are based on Linux/Unix, like for
example the mentioned Android OS and iPhone OS, but have many different
security considerations. As the source code of iPhone OS is not available
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Figure 5.1: Sketch of a possible botnet attack on the cellular network from
[TLO+09]

for researchers, it is harder to find the security problems (in contrast to for
example the available source code of Android OS). ”In addition, platforms
are often intentionally restricted from modification and instrumentation due
to mobile carrier agreements and regulatory requirements.” [OJ10] But some
enterprise scenarios need endpoint management: the mobile device has to
be identified and managed, which is also a problem because of the platform
obscurity. The design of the mobile network also does not obey obscurity
and has also impacts on the security considerations. Implementing and
deploying security improvements and defense in such obscure environment
of unclear mobile operations is also not ideal.

5.3 Operating System Vulnerabilities

The mobile phones, as introduced in the Section 2.2, have their own OSs.
Such systems grow by each new system update and version and are becom-
ing more and more complex. A parallel can be seen in the world of PCs,
where the operating systems gained their complexity connected with the
new hardware resources possibilities. This class is defined for grouping at-
tacks utilizing OS vulnerabilities.
In the era where mobile phones where not connected to the internet, the
rollout of released OS patches was not so easy. The user had to physically
hand out the device to the manufacturer, who in turn could load the new
patch (or in some other way connect the mobile device with for example a
PC via cable and load the patch). Today, these patches can easily be de-
ployed also without a physical connection with a PC via the data connection
of the mobile phone itself (or via utilizing Bluetooth).
But this new improvement of the patches rollout does not lower the security
risk of OS vulnerabilities. These operating systems of mobile devices, as
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any other OSs does, contains built in vulnerabilities and possible errors in
the development. Therefore future rollout of patches is made necessary. So
the first aim should be to develop secure systems without built-in possible
future attack surfaces, and not to concentrate on roll outs, which are clearly
necessary too. The level of security of the deployed OSs is also connected
with their usability and with all protection goals discussed in Section 3.3.
Another subclass also covered here are the additional HW interfaces and
first of all their drivers and libraries available for the OS. Since the OS of
the mobile phone is the SW component, which utilizes these interfaces and
if these interfaces are vulnerable, it is easier to create an attack through the
OS. Therefore also attacks on the HW interfaces should be placed in this
class.

5.3.1 Location

The analysis of social circuit of a mobile device user with the combination of
all environmental sensors (like GPS, compass, microphone, accelerometer,
light sensor, etc.) should have a high if not the highest private security.
Since confidential and very personally related data combined with the in-
formation about persons communication (voice calls, mail, SMS, MMS) can
really reveal details about a person much more than it can be inferred from
the PCs. The misuse of the integrated sensors can be classified as OS Vul-
nerabilities (see Section 5.3), because the OS is responsible for securing the
access to them. But also installed applications, with access to the sensors,
could collect the personal location information and misuse them. Such at-
tacks can be classified as Installed Applications (see Section 5.4), because
in this case they contain harmful, not intended functionality.
Location discussions based on mobile phone use case scenarios and the GPS
capability can be found for example in: [ZLTG07], [WAB09], [LPL+09],
[IMI10], [DCG08], [JLP10].

5.3.2 Medical Assistance

The use case of medical assistance includes highly personal data - informa-
tion about health diseases and status. But an attack on a device, which
communicates also with other medical devices, could have perilous impacts.
Denial-of-Service in cases where medical assistance is controlled via the mo-
bile phone, could cause even death. For such examples, mobile devices
should be secured on a high level. Attacks in these use cases cover two
classification groups. First of all the OS Vulnerabilities (see Section 5.3)
have to be secured to provide a secure OS. Then, the additional installed
applications have to be checked for security leaks. The class of Installed
Applications (see Section 5.4) threats have to be secured, because these ap-
plications indirectly communicate with additional medical devices and can
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also cause harm even if the OS itself is secure enough. [VBSP08] For an-
other example of medical assistance with mobile phones, refer for example
to [QLG10].

5.3.3 Rootkits

Kernel-level rootkits, or shortly only rootkits, are well known from the world
of PCs. ”Rootkits are malware that achieve their malicious goals by infect-
ing the operating system.” [BOB+10] This special software can be classified
as OS Vulnerabilities (see Section 5.3) and is not easy to detect because of
the infection of the OS itself. Detection has to be therefore done somewhere
outside the OS - on a separate hardware (a second processor reserved for this
purpose, or on a special virtual machine inside the OS). But such techniques
where developed for PCs and do not deal with the special environment of
mobile phones, where energy should be used wisely and can not be wasted
for resource intensive tasks like for example periodic scans of kernel memory
snapshots. Authors of [BOB+10] developed three examples of rootkits for
mobile phones, which will be described in turn to show the possibilities of
such attacks.
Spying on conversation via GSM: after infecting the device, a remote at-
tacker has the necessary functionality to remotely listen or record conver-
sation made on the infected phone (for example by issuing a three-way call
with the attacker when the victim is calling someone). A possible scenario
by compromising the access to the GSM radio interface of the mobile phone
is shown in Figure 5.2. An event (here a notification of calendar event) is
intercepted by the rootkit. A malicious phone call via GSM is established
and the microphone is turned on. Without the notice of the user, the mo-
bile device acts now as a spying element for each conversation reached by
the turned on microphone. Such attack has impacts on the privacy of the
mobile device user and could be misused in some crucial meetings, where
the participants mostly have their mobile devices turned on while in the
meeting. [BOB+10]
Compromising Location Privacy using GPS: in this attack, the rootkit achieves
to get the current GPS location of the device and sends it via SMS to the
attacker. As each built in interface (as the GPS) of the mobile device has its
own buffer for storing necessary information to be read by the system and
other applications, the rootkit can easily read this data before the intended
application does and then pack them into a SMS and send it to the attacker
- without any notice of the mobile device user. Because the rootkit is work-
ing in kernel mode, such an attack is also possible when the GPS device is
turned off, because a rootkit can temporarily enable and then disable this
GPS for its purposes. [BOB+10]
Denial of Service via Battery Exhaustion: since the rootkit runs in kernel
mode, it can enable and disable other built in devices like GPS, Bluetooth
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Figure 5.2: Example scenario of spying a conversation via GSM from
[BOB+10]
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or WLAN. Such additional services are very resource intensive and consume
battery power. The rootkit can also modify the status of the services re-
trieved by the user and the user has not to be aware that these services are
running. But after some minutes, the battery can be empty and the result
is a Denial-of-Service attack on the mobile device user. [BOB+10]
Todays mobile devices compose of many sensors like microphone, camera,
GPS, accelerometer, etc. The problem of securing these sensors is their us-
age, because they are often used on behalf of the user. But the access to
these data should not be enabled for not intended applications. Another
problem is, that mobile devices are often carried unused (the user is not
aware whether his device is now working or not), but these sensors can be
attacked also during such phases. The presence and the standby mode of
these devices make the possible gained private data more valuable for the
attacker. All these threats can be categorized as OS Vulnerabilities (see
Section 5.3), since these sensors are present in the device and are managed
by the OS.

5.3.4 Video-based spyware

The authors of [XZL+09] claim to be the first team, which developed a video-
based spyware for mobile devices. In their implementation, the spyware
controls the video capable built in camera of the mobile device and covertly
records some video sequence and sends it from the mobile device without
the notice of the device user. Interesting challenge while developing such a
spyware is also the recognition of the moment to record the video, since the
controlling of the spyware from remote is not always possible. But for such
recognitions, other built in sensors (microphone, light sensor, accelerometer,
etc.) can be compromised and used. Such an attack can be categorized as
OS Vulnerabilities (see Section 5.3).
The software architecture of the proposed spyware is shown in Figure 5.3
and identifies the necessary parts of such piece of software on the example
of the Windows Mobile 5.0/6.0 OS: Video Capture, Trigger Algorithm, File
Sending, Camera Driver and Network Connection. The workflow of such a
spyware could be implemented as shown in the Figure 5.4. [XZL+09]

5.3.5 Resources Constraints

The main constraint is connected with the size and the mobility of the device.
In fixed environments, the size of HW components and the power supply
are not a limitation as it is in mobile environments. Malware detection
deployed in PCs consume many resources (CPU, memory and power supply)
because of the complexity of detection algorithms. As the malware detection
becomes more difficult with the time and the evolution of malware (some
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Figure 5.3: System architecture of the video-based spyware from [XZL+09]

Figure 5.4: Sketch of the workflow of the video-based spyware from
[XZL+09]
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behavioral monitoring and more complex detection are necessary), more
and more resources are utilized for such a detection model. Therefore these
algorithms from fixed environments have to be reconsidered to achieve high
scalability in mobile environments. ”If mobile attacks follow a trend similar
to traditional fixed computing, they will may face a deluge of new threats,
requiring detection systems that can scale elegantly to handle a diverse and
sophisticated threat landscape.” [OJ10]

5.4 Installed Applications

Todays mobile devices with their OS structure as discussed in the Section 2.2
allows the user to install additional applications. According to Section 2.3.1,
where the problem of application approval was introduced and discussed on
OS examples, the problem of new installed applications is their interaction
with the mobile device and its OS. All attacks based on the security leaks
in installed applications and their interaction with the whole environment
can be classified in this group.
The designer of the OS has to consider the new possible applications as
a security risk and should secure the OS and other applications (inclusive
their common device wide and private application based memory). Because
an application can contain malware and attack other applications or the
OS itself. But nor only harmful application can be used for attacks. Also
vulnerabilities and design mistakes can make simple and useful applications
attackers instruments.
A possible example would be an (not originally harmful) application, which
deletes or modifies the contact database of the mobile device. It is neces-
sary, that the (not only mobile phone) OS designer sees this new installed
applications as extensions of the OS itself. These new features add also new
risks, which has to be considered.

5.4.1 Mobile Phone as Secure Entry Point

Mobile devices contain sometimes more personal related data than PCs and
are also always carried wherever we move. Since their mobility, using them
as authentication keys would be convenient. The todays possibilities of
these devices allow to use them as entry points for many daily systems,
for example at workplace (authentication into a corporate network) or by
payment activities. But such systems build up on mobile devices can be
compromised, if they contain security leaks in their deeper layers, like here
the mobile devices itself and the utilized applications. Therefore the crucial
question should be discussed: are todays mobile devices a secure entry point
for the daily used systems?
The authors of [dGL08] proposed a novel approach for an authentication sys-
tem. It is a combination of ”an innovative graphic-based challenge-response
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authentication mechanism with the security of a standard two factor au-
thentication scheme.” [dGL08] For this system, a secure mobile device is
necessary, equipped with a client application and a camera. Such an ap-
proach eliminates passive and active phishing attacks and eliminates the
necessity of a bank card. But before deploying such a system, the above
mentioned question has to be discussed carefully.
Another authentication approach, which utilizes the mobile device, is the
proposed Small-group PKI-less (Public Key Infrastructure, a very com-
plex paradigm for assigning keys to concrete subjects to enable encrypted
information transfer) Authenticated Trust Establishment from [LSH+09].
The authors proposed a communication protocol for small groups (eight or
fewer), where keys can be generated and exchanged for future secure commu-
nication. One of the explained use cases is a simple scenario, where a small
group of people meets personally, with usage of their mobile phones Blue-
tooth capability, generate and exchange their communication keys, which
can than in turn be used for the future communication. Such a use case also
require a secured mobile device to be the proper secure entry point for such
a proposed protocol.
The authors of [KEAR09] proposed an approach called ”On-board Creden-
tials”, which ”combines the flexibility of virtual credentials with the higher
levels of protection due to the use of secure hardware.” [KEAR09] An ex-
ample of hardware security token is the, in mobile phones omnipresent, SIM
card (Subscriber Identification Module, a removable card for storing the
identification of a mobile network subscriber to be independent from the
mobile phone device). The deployment of secure hardware with combina-
tion of such an approach would make it possible to use the mobile device as
a secure point.

5.4.2 Guiding People

This scenario of guiding blind people is similar to the other mentioned ex-
amples of special assistance. It is another user setting, where the device is
used as usual (installing applications, surfing the web, playing games, etc.),
but further for one critical case, namely guiding of a blind person. Possible
attacks on this device could have many negative impacts, and could even
harm the person physically. A possible scenario of an attack could be one,
where an attacker gains access to the mobile device via a security leak and
modifies the guiding route. This security risk can also be classified in two
groups. Threats classified as OS Vulnerabilities (see Section 5.3) could harm
the OS and gain access to critical parts in this scenario. Another group of
these threats can be classified as Installed Applications (see Section 5.4),
which could somehow influence the guiding procedure.
Guiding people with the use of mobile phones is discussed for example in
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[KGE11], blind people are considered for example in [NGR09]. For a proto-
type implementation utilizing a mobile phone only with acoustic commands,
refer for instance to [LBH08].

5.4.3 Malware

Authors of [SSB+09] implemented successfully a malware for the Android
OS. For malware a hosting application is necessary, which has some simple
functionality and some lines of code and is able to execute the malware. For
this purpose, the malware application itself can be included as ”raw source”
(e.g. as .png) into the mentioned hosting application. After the hosting
application is run, the included raw source is made executable (renaming
the .png file and making it executable). In the next step, the malicious
code can be executed. The authors successfully included in such a malicious
functionality some shell code to reboot the mobile phone. These threats can
be classified as Installed Applications (see Section 5.4). [SSB+09]

5.4.4 Mobile HCI and Usability

Many applications for mobile devices are downloaded and installed - each
application has its own purpose: working with Facebook, playing a game,
etc. The lack of isolation of these applications is also a security challenge in
developing mobile devices and should be designed very carefully.
Another problem is the usability and the circumstances, when the mobile
devices are used. As deeply discussed in [Soh08], often user utilize mobile
devices while working on another task to gain some information. This should
be also considered from the viewpoint of usability and special characteristics
of mobile devices and their difference to other environments. These aspects
are important when securing mechanisms in general.

5.4.5 User is the Enemy

One of the problems of todays proposed security mechanisms is their pre-
sentation to the user. For instance the pop-up window in the right bottom
corner, known from Microsoft Windows, is a good example how easy it is
not to install new security updates. Such a user than becomes the enemy
of the system. Therefore, each proposed security mechanism should be also
considered from the viewpoint of the usability. Mobile devices are used by
many people, containing all possible user groups, such as user without any
security knowledge, without the possibility to understand the security model
behind, without security awareness, etc. [VCU08]
Discussions in this topic would make the future proposed security mech-
anisms more usable and therefore enhance the overall security. Since, for
example, if all security updates would somehow be made obligatory and not
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optional, the overall security of such an interconnected system would be
much higher.

5.5 Mobility

This covers two not clearly separable aspects of mobile phone usage and the
associated attacks. One aspect is the mobility and the mobile way of usage
and the second aspect is the substitution of other devices in some use cases
like the PC. For detailed description on this classification group refer to the
following section.
One part is the mobility itself, because todays mobile phones are used in a
very mobile, always changing environment, like workplace, meetings, lunch,
business trips, etc. Since one of the most used communication possibilities
of mobile phones is the transfer of voice during a phone call, there are many
possible attacks on this aspect of usage like a simple overhearing attack.
This subclass of mobility concentrates more on impact of the mobility to
the existing and often used workflows, which where not introduced and con-
sidered for mobile use cases and the specifics of mobile environments. One
possible simple example is the entering of PIN in an overcrowded public
transportation vehicle with visible keyboard. Such a four digits long num-
ber, which can be overlooked from the next person and remembered easily,
does not really gain the intended security level. It is a difference to secure a
PC, for example a server in a server room, to securing a mobile phone. If an
attacker needs physical access to such server computer, he needs to brake
in. But to stole such a mobile device, or only gain access to the data, the
attacker has much more possibilities to do that. It can be also seen in daily
life examples, how easy it is to loose a mobile device in contrast to loose a
server from a server room.
The second aspect of this classification group is the substitution of other de-
vices like the PC in the above mentioned mobile environment. Usually, when
a PC user writes mails, browses the web or makes some banking transactions,
he chooses the appropriate environment for it. For banking transactions, a
PC in an internet cafe is maybe not the securest entry point to such systems.
But the problem with mobile phones is, that the environment is changing
all the time and it is not so easy to secure it.

5.5.1 Forensics of Mobile Phones

Another factor for mobile phone deployment and their supplement with
special hardware and software could be the motivation of forensics. A mobile
device can be (relatively more easily in contrast to PCs) stolen or just get
lost. When this happens, forensics of such a device can become a security
threat.
The main problem of mobile phone forensics is their diversity compared to
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PCs - many manufacturers, many operating systems, many interfaces, etc.
Mobile devices contain much more personal related data than PCs, but this
information is not stored because of memory lack. [LK09] The discussion
of forensics future possibilities could be also a motivation for deployment of
special hardware.

5.5.2 Attacks on more Personal Related Data

Attacks on mobile phones occur rarely in contrast to PCs, but this can
change in the future. The private, person related data, stored in mobile
devices (SMS, calendar and contacts, possible storable data like voice com-
munication, sensor sniffing, etc.) are valuable points for attacks. Therefore
much more work should be invested in securing this private data to obey
the parallel in the world of PCs, where the security was introduced after
successful attacks and not before.
As discussed in Section 5.5, mobile environments have some unique condi-
tions in contrast to fixed environments. Therefore the described protection
goals (see Section 3.3) should be applied to mobile environments by consid-
ering these unique conditions. This section does not concentrate on mobile
diversities, but rather on impacts on security considerations resulting from
these diversities.
More personal related data in mobile phones are discussed for example in:
[POS+01]. [KBS09], [MHM+10].

5.5.3 Mobile versus Fixed Environments

According to [OJ10], these security challenges in mobile environments can
be grouped as follows.
Missing architectural considerations in mobile phones are a challenge in mo-
bile environments. Many mobile devices are often used for both private and
business concerns. If the virtualization would be considered in the architec-
ture, it could be possible to virtualize the private concerns and isolate them
from the business part. For example installation of new games could not
harm the business system and data. Or some secure HW components could
be introduced for some security algorithms.
The mobility of mobile phones introduces also a new ”physical” security
threat connected with the (mostly insecure) environment of usage (as clas-
sified in Section 5.5). These devices are small and portable and therefore
a successful target for any kind of stealing. From the thief’s point of view,
these are relatively small things, which can be stolen easily because of the
frequent usage and also because they can be easily resold without being
discovered. According to [Hal04], these mobile devices are more and more
targeted in robberies. As mentioned by the authors, also the forgetfulness
and oversight of employees causes, that such devices are very often left
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somewhere (taxi, public transportation, etc.). This all is connected with the
mobility and the size of mobile phones.
Mobile devices often contain much more person related data as usual PCs,
because they are used the whole day long in many environments and in
many use cases. Therefore the person related content is very interesting for
any kind of (legal or illegal) social engineering. The insecure public envi-
ronments are good opportunities to gain physical access to these personal
devices. One could, for example, try to copy the personal data while the
owner concentrates on another activity. Without the notice of the owner,
the personal data can be stolen and the device has not to be taken.
As also mentioned in [Hal04], the company security is also affected by the
deployment of mobile devices. Companies introduce some security schemes
including rules for the employee’s. But these considerations today have to
deal with personal mobile devices, many times owned by the person as a pri-
vate device (not owned or deployed by the company). Employees often use
these devices for private and company’s concerns (checking private and com-
pany’s mailbox, making private and business calls, etc.). This new emerging
security threat has to be also considered in the company’s security rules and
advisements.

5.5.4 Special Assistance

The example of special assistance in a car accident, where the mobile device
is interconnected with the car system computer for providing communica-
tion services, reveals some threats classified as Mobility (see Section 5.5).
In a such scenario, the mobile device is used because of its communication
capabilities. But if the unsecured mobile device is compromised, it could
attack the car system, because of additional (not necessary for the car sys-
tem) possible functionality of the mobile phone. In this concrete use case,
such an attack on the car system while travelling with the car could also
be very critical. The user can not notice any changes in the device while
concentrating on the journey. [BIM+09]

5.5.5 Spontaneous Usage

An interesting and considerable observation was made by the authors of
[JSB08] and was called ”spontaneous usage”. They describe a use case of a
mobile device, where a user utilizes his device only for seconds during the use
case procedure and in special environmental circumstances. A spontaneous
user, as defined by the authors, is for example a person on the airport, who
has to check new incoming mail within few seconds. In contrast a user, who
utilizes his mobile device many times a day (for a relatively long period) for
example during his work day, is ready to accept a relatively (maybe some
minutes) long login procedure (which repeats maybe some times during the
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day) to gain access to needed services.
The period of use is, in contrast to the possible login period, relatively
short when speaking about spontaneous usage. Therefore it is conceivable,
that such spontaneous users are not willing to undertake such relatively long
login/logout procedures and are a risk to implemented security mechanisms.
This case also has to be considered when designing and deploying security
countermeasures and there must be a possibility to undertake such short
spontaneous usage without complex login/logout security procedures. If
these spontaneous users are not considered in the design and development,
they will then became the enemy of a system as discussed in the Section
5.4.5.
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According to the classified attack surface of documented and possible
threats, the security improvements for mobile phones are introduced in this
chapter. Countermeasures for some specific threats will be discussed, deal-
ing with a kind of state-of-the-art security countermeasures proposed by
researchers aligned with the proposed attack surface defined in Section 5.1.
Each discussion of a security improvement is followed by the current open
problems in mobile systems, discovered during the research and development
of this thesis.

6.1 Communication Interfaces

As defined and discussed in Section 5.2, some improvements for this group
of attacks are presented and discussed.

6.1.1 Model-based Security Analysis

The authors of [JSB08] proposed a framework, where UMLsec (a security
extension in form of a profile to the Unified Modelling Language, a language
for modelling specifications in a graphical way) is used for security analysis
for mobile communications. However, in their case study of modeling 62
security requirements, they did not find any appropriate representation in
UMLsec for 13 requirements. As the authors learned from the case study,
such an approach is not feasible for complex security mechanisms as their
representation in UMLsec is not possible (because a model always abstracts
from the reality, which can be crucial in complex security scenarios) in a
feasible way. As an example for that, for 15 requirements the UMLsec had
to be modified. The authors also summarize, that the analysis did not find
many security problems in unsecured and untested systems, but claim that
the reason is, that UMLsec was the first time applied to mobile communica-
tion. ”Furthermore, by embedding the security analysis directly into the IT
development and management process, a better understanding and clearer
communication of these issues is made possible.” [JSB08] Such an security
analysis would minimize all groups of the classified threats and would be
very useful for the most complicated of them, like the combination of Com-
munication Interfaces (see Section 5.2), OS Vulnerabilities (see Section 5.3)
and Installed Applications (see Section 5.4).

6.1.2 A Social Network Based Patching Scheme

The authors of [ZCZ+09] proposed a methodology, where the distribution
of a worm could be blocked by the network operator before the propagation
could harm the network. The proposed patching scheme should be based
on the social network of an attacked mobile device - it’s address book and
recent calls. The patch is therefore concentrated on those mobile phones,
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which connect social clusters together. These are patched first, since such
root nodes could infect whole clusters.
Based on these considerations, authors propose to construct a social rela-
tionship graph of mobile phones, which contains often the next worm tar-
gets after the device itself gets infected. A message (SMS, MMS, e-mail)
sent from the device to some node from its social relationship graph is not
considered as suspicious by the receiver, since this message comes from the
receiver’s social network. Therefore the receiver is ready to open (and there-
fore also execute) the contained worm without his notice.
Since the network provider always collects all generated traffic of the mobile
device for accounting reasons, the proposed methodology should be deployed
at the network provider. This enables a directed patching in case of worm
attacks, without the necessity of patching too many network participants,
which could overwhelm the device network. The problem of such patching
would be not only the resources, but also the time needed for those patches.
A worm spreading has to be patched in seconds and minutes, and not in
hours and days. The authors call it targeted patching: ”find a small set
of nodes with the highest priority for patching, while keeping the infection
rate as low as possible.” [ZCZ+09] Such a strategy is also useful, when the
worm is discovered, but the patch is not yet known. Then the provider could
set up some node-limitations (communication, bandwidth) for the infected
nodes to slow down the propagation.
Such a framework would lower the success of an attack against commu-
nication protocols significantly (classified as Communication Interfaces in
Section 5.2).

6.1.3 Network Obscurity

Todays communication protocols for cellular networks (GSM, GPRS, UMTS,
etc.) are very obscure and much work has to be done to get rid of this
negative architectural design and implementation. The future will neces-
sarily bring evolution of these communication protocols mainly because of
data transmission speed and the amount of communication participants. An
open, well documented and designed communication protocol would make
the improvements easier and faster. [OJ10]
The obscurity of such crucial protocols is connected with future discovered
possible security leaks and following attacks. DoS attacks (Denial of Service
attack, where available resources of a system are attacked with the result
that this service is for some time no more accessible) on cellular networks
with todays architecture and daily usage would have meaningful impacts on
the service.
Improvements in this fields would improve the securing mechanisms against
attacks classified as Communication Interfaces (see Section 5.2).
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6.1.4 Virtualized In-Cloud Security Services

The mobility of devices is ensured through resources limitations and there-
fore centralized security mechanisms deployed off-device should be empha-
sized. The future work should concentrate on such frameworks from the
viewpoint of deployability. A similar approach will be discussed in Section
6.2.7, that is based on behavior of user initiated actions, which is different
to them initiated by malware. The problem could be in the future, where
this automated and user initiated actions will maybe be distinguishable with
much more effort than today. From the viewpoint of centralization, as pro-
posed in Section 6.1.2, also the social based approach could be utilized, but
this is a real privacy problem today and has to be solved carefully. But
the current hype of could computing could enable future research on such
mechanism.
Such improvements would also affect more then one classified group of at-
tacks.
Malware detection on mobile devices consumes many resources, as CPU,
memory and therefore also power supply. The authors of [OVC+08] propose
a possibility to delegate these resource intensive tasks from the mobile phone
to off-device network parts. They claim, that the evolution and future com-
plexity of the OS of mobile phones will also bring the necessity of complex
antivirus software on these devices with it.
The proposed framework from [OVC+08] should, according to its authors,
bring the following three benefits: the detection of the malware should be
better, because the off-device resources can have much more power and com-
plexity as the mobile device itself; the overall on-device resource consump-
tion can be still lowered though data have to be transferred to a network
service for analysis, and future extensions off-device also lower the overall
consumption; the on-device software complexity can be reduced with a sim-
ple mobile device agent and the complex (evolvable) off-device functionality.
The approach of the authors is based on a mobile device agent, which col-
lects files and sends them for future analysis into the network. The network
service then analyzes the data and identifies the malware. Such an archi-
tecture could be deployed also by third-party vendors and also by a mobile
service provider. The simplicity of the mobile device agent is positive for
resource consumption on the mobile phone, and the off-device functionality
also enables to make the service very complicated and resource intensive.
One could also combine many virtualized detection engines without any re-
source conflicts. By the growing amount of serviced mobile agents, more
service container instances are created. Cashing of the remote and local
files can also significantly improve and speed up future access. Also virtual-
ization and behavioral analysis in the remote resources would not exhaust
the power supply of the mobile device.
The off-device functionality is also interesting from the viewpoint of ad-
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ditional security services. Complicated problems like SMS spam filtering,
phishing detection or centralized blacklists could be more effective solved at
remote resources. By aggregating information from more mobile users re-
motely, the spam SMS identification can be done much more precisely. Also
phishing detection could be improved by service providers, if they could see
this process centralized at the off-device resource. And last but not least,
blacklisting of some malicious nodes in the mobile device network is easily
possible, if the centralization would be established. And each extension of
the described security threat detection system would be possible by simple
deployment on the remote off-device resources.
The main limitations of this proposed framework, also mentioned by the
authors, are the offline mode and privacy. Since such introduced pattern
works only if the mobile device is always connected, in the time where the
device can not utilize the network, suspicious actions can not be detected.
But as the authors recognize, the time where the mobile devices will be
in a disconnected mode, will be minimal in the future. And since for the
behavioral detection also some confidential data has to be sent for future
detection, users of such framework have to be aware of these privacy impli-
cations and it should be possible for them to choose which privacy data can
and which can not be transmitted over the network to the remote detection
resource.
The authors also conducted some tests and evaluations, which resulted in
following concluding statements: ”Our results demonstrate that the current
model of on-device antivirus software is not scalable. As the number and
complexity of mobile threats increase, on-device engines and their signature
databases will require more processing, storage, and power. On the other
hand, our mobile agent remains constant in its resource requirements and
can easily accommodate new signatures and entirely new engines in the vir-
tualized network service.” [OVC+08] Other interesting results are, that the
proposed architecture really lowers the complexity of such antivirus software
and also scales on any platform with a simple adjustment of the on-device
agent. Some related work was also done in [SPL+09].
As such services would allow to deploy a very robust anti threat mecha-
nisms (malware, virus, etc.), improving the overall defense ability against
all classified attack groups, future work on this topic has to be continued
with much greater focus.

6.1.5 Obligatory Updates

Some organizations need policies, where security updates are made obliga-
tory. Therefore a possibility to deploy such a policy to mobile devices should
also be available. For example, notification via SMS that updates are avail-
able could be pre-payed. Then, organization’s centralized management of
devices (by admins) could check for done and undone updates and force user
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to update (policy restrictions, cancelled salary bonus).
Such obligatory updates would improve the overall security of deployed OS
and would therefore improve the resistance from attacks classified as OS
Vulnerabilities (see Section 5.3).

6.2 Operating System

As defined and discussed in Section 5.3, some of the improvements for this
attack surface group are presented in the following sections. Starting with
general design principles for establishing security and following with concrete
examples of possible improvements.

6.2.1 Design Principles for Establishing Security

To recapitulate the design principles already known from PCs, the principles
formulated in [SSS75] will be considered. The description is based on mobile
examples.

Economy of Mechanism

The implemented mechanism should be simple and conceivable, because
complex mechanisms are hard to test and prove, that they do not contain
any leak. Also the normal use often does not show the security problems of
a complex design. Sometimes after some (automated, frequently repeated)
testing a possible security threat is discovered, sometimes only when special
circumstances occur. Or even the leak could be discovered very easily, but
is not tested due to the complexity of the mechanism. On the example
of OSs of mobile devices, if some functions are implemented against this
principle, the possibility of testing the implementation and discovering the
hidden security risks is not possible in feasible time. Therefore some leaks
are discovered only after the deployment of the OS and then the problem of
fixing rollouts grows.

Fail-Safe Defaults

Maybe the dominant source of security risks is the gained excess to inter-
faces, which can cause security problems. By disallowing access to all possi-
ble interfaces, the possible security problems are minimized. This is not the
solution, because then less functionality can be offered, but it is the desired
paradigm to start the design. Sometimes developers argue why these or that
functionality or interface should not be accessible to other components be-
cause of security concerns. But this design principle underlines the necessity
to turn such a way of thinking around. The developer should argue, why
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this or that functionality should be accessible to other components. On the
example of security consideration in the mentioned OSs of mobile phones,
the access to personal data stored in the device should be disallowed for
applications per default.

Complete Mediation

One possible access, which is not mediated by the system, can cause some
security problems. Checking only security critical access does not comply
with this design principle and has caused many security problems in the
development of PCs. The OS of the mobile phone has to ensure, that each
access to each component is checked and mediated. Also if saving access
information is used to obey repeated checks of access privileges, the up-
to-date status has to be ensured and updated after changes. In a possible
example of a mobile phone OS, where only (considered as) critical access to
critical resources is checked, an attacker could combine these to gain the not
intended access to a component.
Another very important aspect is, that if the application developer imple-
ment his own checks into an application, diverse checking implementation
are produced. These can not be checked so precise and deeply, as if there
would exist a central implementation responsible for the complete mediation
of security checks.

Open Design

The security of a design should not rely on the fact, that the implementation
itself, parts of it, or its design will stay secret. Because then nobody can
be sure, that the design and/or implementation is secure. It should be clear
for everyone (maybe also provable), that such a concept is based on logical
impossibility to brake the mechanism. A good example from the world of
PCs are the encryption mechanisms. If such en-/decryption algorithms were
based on their secret implementation, sooner or later they were revealed.
But if these algorithms were based on the openness and widely accepted
logical safety, their usage lasts for many years, as for example the usage of
prime numbers in combination with asymmetric cryptographic techniques.
A possible example are the above mentioned access checks for privileges. If
the mechanism for checking the access rights in mobile phone’s OS would
be based on its mystery, sooner or later somebody could, for instance with
reverse engineering the algorithm, gain access to not privileged components.
Open design does not mean that a system is automatically more safe than
one without open design. But each open design can be checked more in-
tensively than a closed one. Then regardless of which security algorithm is
chosen, it can not be based only on it’s nondisclosure.
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Separation of Privilege

An example of mishandling this design principle in the world of PCs is the
possibility to gain access to the whole system after authentication. This
design principle is known for many years before the age of PCs in the en-
vironment of finances and banks. If access to critical information has to be
assigned, two separate persons have to provide their separate keys to allow
the access. This combination of two persons and their two private keys in-
crease the security barrier necessary for access. An example in the field of
mobile phones would be no separation of access after submitting the correct
Personal Identification Number (PIN), a secret number shared between a
user and a system to gain access. If the whole access (usage and modifica-
tion of data, settings and applications) would be gained, the only necessary
thing to compromise the device would be to somehow snatch the PIN.

Least Privilege

Each subject (no matter if user or a component) should have the minimal
necessary privilege. If for example the user has only privileges to use a sys-
tem but not to do any harm to it by misusing them, such a system is secure
against the user. In case of disrespecting this principle, a login for example
into an OS of a PC as a user would gain access to all levels of security. Also
the OSs of mobile phones should follow this principle and separate levels of
access and gain only minimal privilege set to each entry level. The applica-
tions on mobile phones follow the incorrect pattern from PCs, where each
application needs admin rights even for the execution. Admin rights are
necessary only for the installation and the connected initial setup. But it is
wrong to use them also for the execution. Because in daily life examples,
these applications are utilized many times a day (which is the original intent
of installing an application into a mobile phone), there is no real need that
these applications are executed with rights of an administrator.

Least Common Mechanism

Design of common mechanisms with common used variables should be con-
sidered wisely, because it represents a possible information path. On the
example of OSs of mobile devices, a designer should minimize functions,
which can be used by all users and should also be aware of security risks of
such common functions and design them carefully. Not each generalization
of functions to make them usable by all users is wise according to this design
principle. Some generalizations can be made and library functions can be
implemented. Those users, who need different functionality, can use other
functionalities implemented only for them.
A prototype example is a use case, where two applications are utilizing the
same file. These two applications are reading from and writing to this file.
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If one application manages to change the content of the file right before the
other application is reading from it, the first application could compromise
the second one.

Psychological Acceptability

The whole human interface should be implemented in an for a certain user
acceptable way and should force the user to use these security implemen-
tations as intended. If the interface would be complicated and therefore
misunderstood by the user, it could lower the intended security mechanism.
An example could be the requirement of only numerical and 20 characters
long secret numbers necessary for daily usage of mobile phones. This would
most probably result in having all the users noted these numbers directly
somewhere on the device and such a handling would reduce the desired
security level.

Reusing and Adapting the Current Security Level

A certain level of security in other than mobile systems is already achieved,
like the fixed environments of PCs. Also many experiences have been made
with embedded systems, which are sometimes mobile, i.e. changing their
location. Therefore the researchers have to adopt the used and evaluated
security mechanisms from other fields, but should not forget to adapt them
because of the emerging mobile environment, as discussed in Section 5.5.3.
[OJ10]
Nowadays exists many platforms and therefore researchers often concentrate
only on the most used ones, but there should be an orientation on multi-
ple platforms in the field of mobile device security. The research should
concentrate on development of reusable security countermeasures, because
such security counteractions could be repeatedly applied (with adaptation)
to other than mobile environments. [OJ10]
Researchers, when developing future security mechanisms and use cases,
should consider also future possible use cases. A good example thereof is the
development of SMS, which was intended for short message communication,
but the problem of SPAM and malware propagation was not considered.
Therefore, future use cases based on future trends (not only on mobile de-
vices, but also on fixed environments) have to be considered when designing
security countermeasures. This is also true for the future possibility to scale
such mechanisms.

6.2.2 Secure Sensors

According to [CMC09], there exists three types of application access to the
sensors which makes securing of them even harder. There are applications
dominated by sensors, where at the start of the application, the sensor is
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turned on (for example making a photo) and after the application is closed,
the sensor is turned of. The second group are applications supported by
sensors, where the sensors are used only in some of the use cases. In this
examples, the sensor is turned on for a short time (for instance turning the
microphone on for recognizing a speech command) and immediately after
that turned off. And the last group of applications are those, which use only
the context provided by such sensors. One example could be the usage of
camera for sensing the light characteristics of the environment. [CMC09]
A solution for these security concerns would be a prevention system with-
out much interference with the mobile device user. From the viewpoint of
security, this framework should not allow recording sensor data to malicious
applications. No user interaction would be the ideal solution from the view-
point of usability, but if such interaction have to occur, the user has to be
able to decide in line with his security policy and has to be therefore in-
formed and provided with enough information. Because of many nowadays
implemented and deployed mobile device environments, the proposed solu-
tion should not be connected with re-implementation of each until today
implemented application. The solution should also have high performance
and be suitable for all the todays and future platforms and different sensors.
The authors of [CMC09] proposed a framework of a defense system against
sensor sniffing consisting of: policy engine, interceptor and user interaction.
This framework is shown in Figure 6.1 and concentrates on protecting sen-
sors from unintended access and disallows sending this information from the
device (the problem of physical access to the device is obeyed in the frame-
work). ”The policy engine determines whether to allow each access, based
on the input from user interaction and application monitoring/profiling.
The interceptor enforces the decision by the policy engine.” [CMC09] Based
on the framework description by the authors, possible solutions and their
drawbacks will be discussed in the rest of this section.

The decisions made by the framework should be based on a policy guided
by application monitoring and profiling, not by intervention of the user for
his decisions. One of the solutions could be the whitelisting/blacklisting of
applications, which could be also later on (maybe frequently) updated. Ap-
plications dominated and supported by sensors can be white-listed, but for
the context provided applications, more granular approaches are needed.
Another part of such a framework could be tracking of the information flow,
where the collected sensor data could be tracked. It is not enough to simple
allow each application, which does not access the network, to collect sensor
data, because another application could send such personal information via
the network. Collected sensor data could be therefore tracked and each us-
age of this kind of data could be monitored by the framework. The problem
is, that such monitoring is connected with performance degradation and an
application could also compromise this tracking. And last but not least,
there exists applications, which need to collect sensor data and then access
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Figure 6.1: The proposed framework defending sensor sniffing attacks from
[CMC09]

the network, as for example a simple application for uploading taken pho-
tos.
Policy decisions are not always possible and therefore user interaction is
necessary in some cases. The authors argue, that a user decision for sen-
sor access is something extraordinary, because each user understands the
purpose of these sensors and is aware of problems connected with for ex-
ample microphone access. Another improvement proposed in [CMC09] is
the ”Sensor-In-Use notification”, where the user would be notified about
the sensor activity and could avoid confidential actions (speech, movement,
camera view, etc.). The sensors are something different than persistent data,
because (if we do not concern caching of sensor data) this confidential data
can be used (or somehow recorded) only when the sensor is active. But
this assumption only holds, if the notification could not be attacked, as for
example mentioned in Section 5.3.4 based on [XZL+09].
An important part of this proposed framework is the interceptor between
the sensor interface and the mobile application which needs to access the
sensor. It is necessary that the interceptor intercepts each access and the OS
itself is capable of some kind of sensor lock, where the access to the sensor
interface can be blocked for a certain application (it would not be wise to
block the whole interface for all applications).
The authors of [CMC09] also provide some novel solutions by leveraging
mobile platform. These are based on the context aware platform, where
the OS of the mobile device can also infer the current context thanks to
this sensors and better support the decision of such a defense framework.
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The user could for example define special places based on GPS coordinates,
where all sensors have to be locked unless the user unlocks them. Another
example of context aware platform is sensing the user activity. If the sensor
is turned on on behalf of the user, then something is going to happen in the
next seconds, for example if the user turns on the microphone, then there
should be some voice to record. But if the sensors are turned on not on
the behalf of the user, then some sniffing context could be recognized (no
sound in there for a long time). Another proposed possibility would be the
encryption of sensor data at the sensor. This data could then be decrypted
only by suppling the necessary key and the malware application could not
use this encrypted data. Such an approach would also help to avoid loosing
of sensed data because of the current lack of access rights.
As discussed in this thesis, current mobile devices need a security mecha-
nism, which really secures all sensors and checks each access. These sensors
are something critical, each compromised person’s sensor in a business meet-
ing could do harm many companies in a second. They should be therefore
motivated to invest in this research. A similar mechanism as firewall should
have been integrated into sensors years before.
The problem of user authorization approach while securing sensors is, that
many users are not aware of the connected problems. On the other hand,
notification for current used sensors is not feasible in cases, where applica-
tions utilize the sensors very often. As the authors of [CMC09] recognized,
”designing such a solution requires research into mobile user behavior, al-
gorithms for automatic context inference, and operating system primitives
such as information flow.” [CMC09]
Securing sensors, which are mostly located as HW physically in the device
and directly communicate with the OS, would lower the possibilities of at-
tacks classified as OS Vulnerabilities (see Section 5.3). These sensors should
not be directly connected with the installed applications and therefore such
classified attacks should not reach the interfaces. This kind of access should
be blocked by the OS itself.

6.2.3 Virtualization

Virtualization is a security improvement, which is connected with consump-
tion of today’s already available resources. Nowadays mobile phones have
enough memory capacities to handle the additional memory consumption
because of virtualization. The power supply should not be affected remark-
able, since the virtualization is not connected with much additional com-
puting operations.
On many PCs including laptops, virtualization is used to simulate other
OSs. Many persons have their workstation at work, a different PC at home
and sometimes an additional laptop. There is no need to separate business
and private concerns via virtualization, because many times these two use
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cases are handled on different devices. But the personal mobile phone is the
place, where private and business sphere meets very often and every user
would appreciate to have these two parts combined in one physical device.
But this is mostly not possible because of the necessity having two SIMs.
If the virtualization of the OS, its applications and communication inter-
faces (including sensors) would be deployed securely, the motivation for one
all-in-one personal mobile device would be increased. The main motivation
to separate business and private concerns is for both subjects interesting.
The employer wants the employee to work in a secure environment, and the
employee on the other hand wants to handle his own private actions sepa-
rated from the business part.
An example of such use case could look like the following. A user has his
personal device capable of virtualization. At startup, he can choose between
business and private environment. By starting one of them (in our example
the business environment), the other one (here the private part) can not
be accessed and nothing of this part can be executed. Because of a private
concern, which occurs suddenly, the user is forced to start the private part.
Thanks to the virtualization capability, the business part is suspended (the
resources are freed) and the virtualized private environment is started. If
the virtualization is deployed securely, there is no need to be afraid of secu-
rity attacks on the business environment.
In such a scenario, where the user has the certainty, that due to virtualiza-
tion, no security attacks can be made on the business part, the user is ready
to pay with some resource loss (mostly power supply) for it.
This virtualization would mainly improve the security concerns with attacks
classified as OS Vulnerabilities (see Section 5.3) and Installed Applications
(see Section 5.4).

6.2.4 A Virtual Machine Monitor

The authors of [YLH+08] proposed a framework for virtualization in mobile
phones, which allows a kind of mobile application classification and their
separation thanks to the proposed virtualization. By utilizing this virtual-
ization, application integration and isolation will be possible.
The virtualization itself, as it is known from the world of PCs, allows the
portability of data and applications. If a user changes his mobile phone,
other applications and settings can not be transferred automatically. But
with the utilization of virtual machines, the suspended VM is just moved
to another mobile device and everything is ported. Such VM copies could
then also be used for backup and restore.

The authors claim, that their proposed framework is power and resource
efficient. ”MobiVMM will suspend or shutdown those VMs which have been
idle for certain amount of time. MobiVMM monitors the battery condition
and will prompt the user to shutdown some functionalities in low battery,
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Figure 6.2: The design of the proposed framework MobiVMM from
[YLH+08]

so that the core services keep running. Profiles are supported thus users
are able to configure that low priority functions may be automatically shut
down when battery is too low.” [YLH+08]
Thanks to such virtualization, it would be possible to have more than one
and personalized OS, which could be than started and suspended according
to available resources. The authors conclude, that the ”real-time prop-
erty is achieved by priority-based preemptive scheduling and pseudo-polling
mechanism.” [YLH+08] Also future work is necessary, because the current
implementation only works for Linux. Authors point out, that due to the
fact of the variety in mobile phone models, the virtualization interface has
to be defined very precise as the deployability on many mobile devices must
be considered.
Such a virtualization would be very helpful against the attacks classified as
OS Vulnerabilities (see Section 5.3) and Installed Applications (see Section
5.4), since the virtualization would improve the possibilities of separation.

6.2.5 Web Service Description for Viruses

The authors of [LCCC09] proposed a web service description of mobile phone
virus behaviors in an ontology based environment. This conducted knowl-
edge of virus behaviors could be then distributed through a web service. Be-
cause of the expression possibility and the model-based powerful knowledge
of the ontology, also very complex mobile virus kinds could be described.
While web services and their technology stack are used, the provided knowl-
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edge is platform independent shareable. ”Ontology can not only present
the essence of field knowledge, and can describe the concept, attribute of
the knowledge content, and the relation between the concepts. Thus, it can
present the knowledge structure through the theoretical foundation of On-
tology and clearly describes the knowledge content.” [LCCC09]
Since this would improve the virus detection, this countermeasure can be
classified for attacks from the OS Vulnerability (see Section 5.3) and the
Installed Applications (see Section 5.4) group.

6.2.6 Intelligent Virus Detection

”In this paper, we have described a method to detect mobile viruses based
on common functionality. Specifically, we used DLL import sets as features
to detect viruses. Our evaluation on Symbian-OS platform shows that with
a small set of training data, our system detects most existing viruses with a
0% of false positive. Our result shows that many virus families have com-
mon core functionality and our detection method is capable of determining
this functionality and using it to detect virus.” [VHR06]
Same as above, this would lower the power of attacks classified as OS Vul-
nerabilities (see Section 5.3) and the Installed Applications (see Section 5.4).

6.2.7 A Behavior-Based Malware Detection

The authors of [XZSZ10] proposed a framework based on the difference be-
tween user initiated and malware compromised actions while using mobile
devices. This approach concentrates in recognition of non-human activities
and not in known or unknown malicious code. There is no need to train the
system with false positives and it is capable of detecting also now unknown
malware. The framework therefore can concentrate on state transitions of
the cell phone and its applications itself, but also on the user activity. These
two aspects, connected together, can be used to distinguish a user activity
from a malware activity.
The framework considers a process as malicious, if the difference between
the expected and the current state is remarkable, as can be seen in the model
of the proposed framework from [XZSZ10] in Figure 6.3.
A malware tries to somehow compromise the mobile device and/or tries to
propagate itself to another device. In both cases, resources are utilized in
a way which is not conform to user initiated actions. ”This can be done
through observing the key / display event pairs in the graph and extracting
unique features including both the users personal operational patterns (e.g.,
time between keystrokes, keystroke durations, and pressure on touch-screen)
and the sequence of process state transitions.” [XZSZ10] Theoretically, the
proposed framework could also have user profiles, when a mobile device is
used by more users, but often the personal mobile devices have only one
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Figure 6.3: Behavior-based malware detection system in cell phones from
[XZSZ10]

user.
Crucial part is the positioning of monitoring points for the anomaly detec-
tion. Mobile devices have different workflows and inputs as most of the
PCs: flexible input methods, event-driven displays and limited number of
keyboard elements. With too many monitoring points, the behavioral anal-
ysis would be too complex. A well recognized problem of this framework
is the possible attack on the monitoring points (which would be a kind of
kernel level attack).
The proposed framework utilizes graphs for the representation of the mon-
itored actions and can therefore learn from new actions (modelling them
as new nodes and vertices). Another problem can emerge, when some user
actions defer from the, as graph modeled, expected workflow. Such a recog-
nition would result in false negatives in the engine. One of the motivations of
the authors for this framework was, that ”all existing cell phone malware do
not even simulate users input events, their abnormal behaviors which cause
abnormal process state transitions can be easily detected by our system.”
[XZSZ10] The authors also argue, that the future evolution of mobile device
UIs will still result in simpler UI of mobile devices than of PCs.
The problem of automatic generated workflows through other applications
can be manually excluded, because the proposed framework allows excep-
tions. The authors conclude, that ”human intelligence-based defenses to
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differentiate malware from human beings hence becomes one of the most
promising solutions for smartphones.” [XZSZ10] Their framework is capable
of detecting also nowadays unknown malware, but the remaining issues as
kernel level attacks and the diversity of the OS of mobile devices have to be
considered in the future work.
Since the malware, which could be detected, could result from all of the clas-
sified groups of attack, such a framework would improve the overall security
and is not limited to one of the classes.

6.2.8 Deployed Secured HW

For some security countermeasures, a deployed secure HW in the mobile
device would enhance the defense algorithm. It is understandable, that
manufacturers do not include secured HW into their mobile devices because
of additional costs, resource problems (considering also the size, weight and
the layout design), etc. But a user would be ready to pay some extra costs
(the employer would join him) for having a more secure device.
Therefore manufacturers should be motivated via a kind of secured HW cer-
tificates to integrate also this improvements. Then a user/deployer (mainly
employer) could decide to invest in a more secure device for example for
business concerns. The deployer could also be interested in future forensics
possibilities to persecute crimes, which could also enhance the motivation
for secured HW in such deployed devices.
Deployment of secured HW would improve the overall security of the device
and would allow more robust securing mechanisms for all classified attacks.

6.3 Installed Applications

As defined and discussed in Section 5.4, the attack surface grouped under
Installed Applications is discussed by presenting some improvement possi-
bilities.

6.3.1 Application Delivery

This is the process of signing an application for the installation on mobile
devices. It is necessary to identify the developer of the application, for which
signatures are used. The main challenge is to find the way between restric-
tion and allowing of all (possible harmful) applications.
The authors of [OJ10] classify the iPhone OS with ”high” security of the
application delivery, because each application can only be downloaded and
installed from the Apple iTunes Store. But before an application can be
published at the store, it is inspected and the store ”maintains a remote
kill switch that allows Apple to blacklist applications that may have already
been installed on a device.” [OJ10]
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”The Android platform is given a medium rating due to its default setting to
only allow applications through the official Android Marketplace, ” [OJ10]
but by changing the default setting, also applications from other sources can
be installed, which emerges the possible security risk.

6.3.2 Trust Levels

By installing an application and executing it, the user should have the possi-
bility to define trust levels for the application. The main problem here is to
find the middle way between simple approve/dismiss access to the device and
between too coarse-grained trust levels, where the usability would be to low.
”For example, Googles Android platform is rated at high as it has a permission-
based model that strikes a good balance of trust level granularity.” [OJ10]
When trying to install the application, the user is shown a list of device
parts to which the application requires access and the user can allow/deny
the installation of such an application.
”The iPhone is rated at a low because it has very course grained permissions
that only protect a few services such as the location of the user.” [OJ10]
Windows Mobile OS for instance provide a classification of privileged, nor-
mal and blocked categories, which allows the user to group his applications
in these three classes, which are connected with certain access rights.

6.3.3 Isolation

The isolation is connected with the before mentioned virtualization (for de-
tails see Section 6.2.3) and enables and/or enriches the proposed possible
concept. If each SW part of the device is isolated properly, it is possible to
suspend currently unused services.
The main OS functionality should be isolated from other applications and
these additional applications should also be isolated among each other. The
possible consequences of an attack could be minimized, if the isolation would
be implemented correctly.
Since this improvement is interconnected with the before mentioned virtual-
ization, attacks classified as OS Vulnerabilities (see Section 5.3) and Installed
Applications (see Section 5.4) would be touched by this countermeasure.

6.3.4 System Isolation

System isolation is the possibility to execute an application in a sandbox-
based environment, since a discovered vulnerability in such an environment
would cause much less harm than without any isolation.
”For example, the iPhone platform is rated at low for system isolation as
many of the applications run at the same privilege level.” [OJ10] A discov-
ered vulnerability in an application could be utilized to access any other
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part of the system.
”While a vulnerability within an Android application may allow an attacker
to steal data owned by that application (e.g., steal cookies by exploiting a
browser), other applications and the underlying system is isolated from the
compromise since each app is executed as a unique UID.” [OJ10] Therefore
Android OS is rated as ”high” in this category.

Table 6.1: A ranking summary of the security attributes (e.g., high is a
positive ranking) adapted from [OJ10]

Mobile Platform Application Delivery Trust Levels System Isolation
iPhone OS high low low
Android OS medium high high
Symbian OS medium high medium

Windows Mobile OS medium medium medium
RIM OS low medium low

6.3.5 Secure Software Installation

The authors of [HA07] proposed using community feedback to help users to
decide whether an application is harmful or not. The authors claim, that
the most important drawback of the code signing procedure is, that it is
cost intensive and therefore not feasible for non-profit usage. And the dis-
advantage of the user decision is, that the user is not aware of the possible
consequences.
In this proposed framework, users can add details to an application located
in a sort of database and this data can be updated. The framework consid-
ers each application as safe until something suspicious is reported by a user
and can be in turn checked by some professionals.
Such a framework would improve the security against attacks classified as
Installed Applications (see Section 5.4), since the discussed application ap-
proval would be improved.

6.3.6 Detecting Malware by Static Function Call Analysis

Detecting malware trough static function call analysis is discussed in [SCCA09]
mainly theoretically without a prototype implementation. The question is,
how it would contribute to overall security, but this must be first evaluated.
Such analysis in general could improve application portals, where certifica-
tion could be based on automated (static) analysis. Such a framework would
then indirectly improve countermeasures against Installed Applications (see
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Section 5.4) attacks, since it would lower the problem of application certifi-
cation and approval.

6.3.7 Common Security Models

The problem of todays OSs of mobile phones is their usage of private security
models. Researchers and academic society should concentrate on common
security models and evaluate their usability on many platforms. If widely
applicable and adaptable security models would be developed and the adap-
tation would be discussed and/or proposed, some security certificates could
be introduced and the manufacturers could be forced to meet these certifi-
cates. Both the user and the manufacturer should understand, that these
models ensure the security of private confidential data and a misuse can
therefore be impeached.
Such improvement would have impact on the overall security and can not
be scoped for some specific group of classified attacks.

6.3.8 Trust Levels and Access Control

Much more concentration should be on the application description and the
necessity to define which resources an application uses and what data are
processed. These definitions could be then also checked and a possible mis-
use could be discovered earlier. Maybe some authorities could be founded,
where organizations would pay for checking this or that application for
achieving such certificates. Also a company, which want that their applica-
tion meets some certificates to get sold for business, might also pay to achieve
these security certificates. Also some automated reports for applications,
which do not comply with these policies, could be deployed to improve the
certificate compliance procedure. All this, sometimes more complex, coun-
termeasures could also require some security admins. Because companies
are today forced to pay for security of their information technologies, they
could integrate these additional costs spent on mobile phones into their bud-
get. Such improvement in the context of new installed applications would
improve the resistance of attacks classified as Installed Applications (see
Section 5.4).

6.3.9 Application Store and Delivery

The certification process of the Apple’s App Store for new developed appli-
cations and their delivery is something which really enhance the security.
On the other hand, the iPhone unlock (a hacking procedure, where any re-
strictions implemented by the iPhone developer Apple are removed via a SW
change) is something, which really lowers the security of the mobile device.
Based on this approach, companies could sponsor such a payed service for
having more secured mobile devices, where applications are actively checked
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for security concerns.
But todays application certification has many limitations. The development
of malware is made a little bit harder for developers, but is not minimized
with application certification. The malware developer has to satisfy the se-
curity principles of the certification authority, but not the security policy of
the user, which can be very different. Problem of hidden malware deployed
in other applications (like for example games) is not eliminated with the
application certification. The application behave as intended, with no obvi-
ous security risks, but the hidden functionality can harm the system. And
last but not least, the problem of the amount of daily developed applica-
tions connected with the current model of application certification makes it
nearly impossible to check and verify each line of code of new applications.
Therefore ”applications are often certified based on organizational trust re-
lationship rather than technical verification.” [CMC09]
These improvements would lower the problem of attacks classified as In-
stalled Applications (see Section 5.4), since it would enhance the application
approval process.

6.4 Mobility

As defined and discussed in Section 5.5, the mobility of a mobile phone
generates unique impacts on the security and it’s implementation in such
environment.

6.4.1 Security Awareness of Users

The problem of security awareness is implicitly connected with secured sys-
tems - it is not enough to secure the system. It is commonly known and
assumed, that the security of a system is as high as its weakest link, which
is often the end-user. [Sch00] If the user acts against the system (because
of the unawareness), such a system will never be secure enough. Therefore,
many organizations concentrated on awareness enhancements at their work-
places. Users where often thought on main security problems and took this
knowledge also into their private environment. Such knowledge improved
the security of users also at home, but indirectly. There were less initiatives
to target the home users directly. [TCF10] But regardless if the users are
home users or business users, their awareness has to be improved for mobile
phones.
The learning process at school, from advertisements, etc. is done on low
level, without true motivation and not continuous. Employees can be taught
periodically and an ”information security culture” can be developed within
the company (and therefore also among the home users, as these employees
are in their free time also home users). The employer should provide the
basis of security awareness and the users could then improve this knowledge
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in their free time. For example if the user is aware of the Phishing-Attack,
he is also sensitive to thoughts about this attack in his free time (adver-
tisement, news, friends) and became also more sensitive to other possible
risks. The learning process has to be done according to didactic knowledge
of learning processes. The employees can not be simple forced to read some
policies in their free time, the learning process has to satisfy their attitude
to these problems and choose the appropriate learning method.[TCF10]
It does not mean, that automatically each unemployed person has the lowest
security knowledge and each business user is the most aware one. Every user
group has it’s unique constraints and therefore also the according didactic
procedures have to be chosen. The way, how these users will be targeted in
such awareness improvements can be drawn from their role, i.e. the improve-
ments for business users can be adapted on the business security policies,
the home users can be reached by advertisements, etc.
One current survey [KS10], where 304 young people aged between 18 and 25
were questioned, showed that awareness of security threats is not enough.
These young undergraduate students grew up with the internet and mobile
devices and one could therefore claim, that these people are more aware of
security threats connected with mobile devices.
24% of the respondents where not aware of privacy connected with usage
of mobile devices which means, that 3/4 of them where aware of security
threats in general. Further they where aware of the possibility to lock their
phones with a PIN, 80% of them did not use this primitive authentication
mechanism, which is more as twice lower than by the respondents (not con-
centrated on young undergraduate students) surveyed by [CF05] in 2005.
The authors propose two possible answers to the question concerning why
these young people are not utilizing security countermeasures (as for ex-
ample the mentioned usage of the simplest way of authentication) on their
mobile devices. These respondents where generally aware of security prob-
lems like Worms, Trojan Horses or Virus, but did not have the necessary
technical skills and knowledge (50% of respondents thought their technical
knowledge is low or low to intermediate) to really understand how the stored
information can be misused to their disadvantage. This argumentation is
also supported by the fact, that questioned students rated the problem of
loosing their devices (via theft, or forgotten) as the most likely cause for
loosing their private data, and not other, more sophisticated security at-
tacks without physical contact. Another reason of such behavior could be
the willingness to expose private data to friends via todays possibilities (for
example on social sites). Todays young people are obviously not aware of
the problem of identity theft, since they publish many of their private data.
[KS10]
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6.4.2 Improving Security Awareness

Employers should be motivated to have security aware employees, because
they work with company’s confidential data. Organizations should be mo-
tivated therefore to spent money on teaching their employees the security
principles and improve their awareness.
The goal is to improve the security awareness, employers should therefore
think about motivation of the employees to learn also in their free time. An
example of a motivation process could look like the following: ”You can get
the newest iPhone for your business and private concerns, but you have to
pass these certificates in your free time. You are not allowed to use any
other mobile device for the combination of private and business concerns,
only the for us adopted and certified iPhone model.”
Employers are also motivated to have always reachable employees and maybe
are also motivated to bring these company’s mobile devices to their daily
life beyond the work time. If the employer can ensure, that all his employ-
ees have a base knowledge of security principles and are aware of connected
problems, such employees are more sensitive to future possible threats. They
will possibly learn new threats, maybe also only for home utilization, be-
cause they now understand the problem.
Since the awareness is a global problem of security threats in general, it’s
connection with any of the classified attacks would be possible.

6.4.3 Necessity of Private Data Protection

As discussed in Section 6.4.1, many of the todays young people do not
understand how their private data can be misused. Many of them publish
their current social status with minute updates on wide spread social sites.
Therefore the above mentioned awareness of security threats is not enough, it
must be connected with the problem of private data misuse. If young people
are not aware of the problems connected with publishing private data, they
will not be aware of these threats and might not be able to protect them
against these attacks.
Same as above, this improvement is connected with all classified groups of
attacks, since it would improve the awareness of the private data protection.

6.4.4 Remote Medical Treatment

The authors of [VBSP08] present a concrete implementation of a framework
for remote medical treatment. From the security viewpoint, they only con-
centrate on the wireless communication and make use of WLAN encryption.
They consider the Bluetooth transmission as secure and for communication
over IP, they suggest the use of VPN tunnel with IPsec encryption (In-
ternet Protocol Security, a protocol for securing the IP by authenticating
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and encrypting each packet). The remote medical authority (e.g. the doc-
tor) has to authenticate his actions in the remote system. For initiation
of the communication process of the doctor with the patient (through the
remote medical server), a private-key based encryption is used, but then a
shared-key is transferred, because the encryption/decryption process would
consume too many resources on the doctor’s mobile device. The private
patients health data is transferred via TCP/IP with SSL encryption.
Such an approach is just utilizing a combination of todays known counter-
measures, but since the health of a patient could be harmed by a successful
attack, such frameworks should be much more evaluated and higher security
mechanisms should be deployed.

6.5 The Proposed Mobile Attack Surface

The proposed mobile phone attack surface classification for mobile devices
in Section 5.1 should be discussed and evaluated. The classification may
not be complete, or some overlapping may be present. This classification
should be a base for future classifications and should underline the prob-
lem of such classifications of device threats and their environment, which
are more and more interconnected with other complex systems and in the
future with many cluster services.
Also interesting for future work would be the inspection and analysis of
consequences and effects of security threats from each group of the pro-
posed classification. For this purpose, the todays state-of-the-art of security
countermeasures of each class have to be inspected, possible other security
attacks discovered and their impact on mobile devices would have to be
noted and evaluated.
Such future work connected with the afterwards prioritization of these possi-
ble classified attacks and security leaks could bring a very important security
improvement for mobile devices. With such works, also the security aware-
ness in the field of mobile device security could be enhanced. The priorities
could then motivate the researchers to search for possible countermeasures
and security improvements. Such future work would underline the problem
also discussed in this thesis, that mobile devices suffer from lack of design
for security, which could produce some disasters in the future when not con-
sidered now.

6.6 Future of Mobile Devices

One of the future development of mobile devices is their ongoing possibility
to replace PCs including laptops. Todays applications, which can be in-
stalled onto mobile devices, are a sign for the future replacement of PCs in
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many daily life situations. [BD10]
Another future development is the interconnectivity and the connected de-
vices. Two devices connected via relatively slow Bluetooth will lose their
importance in the future. Mobile devices, which will be connected with
huge servers providing many services to them, allowing the mobile devices
to connect private and business information, knowing the personal needs
and preferences, predicting the future move of the mobile device user - all
these carried out by using a fast data connection. Maybe a PC-like cluster
can be formed with future mobile devices to allow extra resources to be
leased. [BD10]
Social networking became a hype these days, but with the evolution of mo-
bile devices, these connections of personal data with automated solutions
will change the way we use social networking today. Changing our status on
Facebook will be no more necessary, because this happens automatically, as
the location aware mobile device will infer the social status by utilizing avail-
able sensors. Services based on social status will emerge and the ”Minority
Report-style marketing will explode.” [BD10]
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Mobile phones are a unique kind of daily used devices. Many HW in-
terfaces are included to allow many possibilities of interconnection and in-
tercommunication. Since mobile phones are on the way to become personal
communication devices and entry points to daily used systems, also their
usage differs from other, in functionality similar, devices like PCs.
Operating systems of mobile phones are also analogical to OSs of personal
computers, but have unique considerations, mainly based on resources limi-
tation emerging from limited power supply. Not all operating systems were
designed for the todays interconnected world and some crucial security con-
cepts are missing. But the structure of these devices from the SW point
of view are akin to other devices: HW interfaces have their drivers and li-
braries utilized by the OS. The functionality can be extended with installed
applications. In contrast to PCs , it is not simple to embed other HW com-
ponents into a mobile phone. This is one of the main reasons, why there
is a remarkable motivation for development of new applications. But also
the development of embedded HW interfaces is therefore much faster than
in other devices.
The protection goals and possible attackers were already identified based
on current use cases (see also the world of PCs), therefore the focus should
be now on the security improvements. Also many possible and now in de-
velopment use cases of mobile usage were documented by the researches.
According to new trends, many developers are concentrated on development
of new applications for mobile phones, without limitations to one operating
system. Many new possible use case scenarios will be developed and this
also underlines the necessity of robust security models.
Complete classification of all possible threats should be focused in the re-
search, since this would build up a remarkable base for systematical research
on security improvement of mobile phones. Categorization into Communica-
tion Interfaces, Operating System Vulnerabilities, Installed Applications and
Mobility is surely only the start of a possible classification. But thanks to
many documented examples of attacks on mobile phones, there are enough
resources to develop a really robust classification as future work.
Mobile devices have their uniqueness in the difference between mobile and
fixed environments. These remarkable discrepancy has to be considered
while proposing possibilities to improve the security of them. Since beside
the device, also a human being is involved in these new emerging systems,
the human factor has to be considered too. Thanks to clearly defined de-
sign principles for secure systems in general, the main goals are already set.
The only necessary adaption is the way how these design principles will be
moved to reality. Also some security models were already proposed and
can be utilized as a base for future work. The current research in the field
of mobile phones security improvement already started. Key factors, that
have to be considered next, are amongst others: off device security services
(cloud), virtualization, secure installation of new applications.
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But there are also many open questions and problems while following the
goal to improve mobile phones security. Virtualization, isolation, awareness
improvement, necessity of data protection and sensor security and many
others are identified and discussed in this thesis as the most important one.
Similar to the approach presented here, a prioritized list of open problems
could be proposed in some future work, based on a complete classification
of possible threats. This would be a remarkable guideline for security im-
provement of mobile phones.
The current security level of mobile phones is not satisfactory. If, for any
reason, a group of attackers would now try to attack as many as possible
mobile phones, the mankind would have a very serious problem. Denial-of-
Service in mobile phones and their networks could paralyze the world. Since
the now developed mobile phones are evolving to mobile devices, combining
many before separate devices, the aim should be a systematical approach,
like the one proposed in this thesis, to improve the overall security of today’s
mobile phones.
This thesis is only an introductory research into the topic of possible se-
curity improvements of mobile phones. First of all, some future work on
the proposed security threat classification is necessary, since it should be a
fundament for any discussion of this topic. Then, the proposed security im-
provements, based on the mobile phone attack surface classification, should
be developed and evaluated. For both of these, the current security level
from other fields should be adapted.
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Glossary

3G A family of standards for mobile telecommunications 18

A-GPS Assisted GPS, the improvement lies in utilizing other positioning
information like the used cell tower by cellular phones 11, 38

BitTorrent A peer-to-peer file sharing protocol 48

Bluetooth This is an open technology standard for wireless transfer of data
over short distances 6, 12, 13, 18, 19, 29, 41–44, 52, 80, 82

Bonjour Is a service discovery protocol for ”zero configuration”: devices
not yet connected to each other discovering the possible services of
each other 13, 14

BSD sockets The BSD socket interface is the most popular method of
TCP/IP programming, when the network endpoints, which is the IP
address combined with the port number, are represented as sockets.
[GN98] 13, 14, 17

CPU Central Processing Unit, also known as ”processor” 14, 18, 54, 61, 89

CSD Circuit Switched Data, the original data transmission protocol devel-
oped for GSM 12, 88

DLL Dynamic Link Library, shared libraries that make some functionality
available for the caller 18, 72

DNS Domain Name Service, a naming service for participants of a network
like Internet or any other private network 14

DoS Denial of Service attack, where available resources of a system are
attacked with the result that this available service is for some time no
more accessible 60

EDGE Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution, a mobile phone technol-
ogy with improved data transmission rates 18, 41

89
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firmware As in the world of PCs the BIOS, in the world of mobile devices,
this is the part between the OS and the mobile device hardware. This
part of SW is executed upon startup of the device. 12, 89

FTP File Transfer Protocol used for transferring data from one host to
another 13

GPRS General Packet Radio Service, another packet oriented mobile trans-
mission protocol 12, 41, 60

GPS Global Positioning System, a satellite navigation system for establish-
ing the global position on earth 11, 15, 18, 37, 38, 41, 49, 51, 52, 69,
87

GSM Global System for Mobile Communications, the most used standard
for mobile telephony 18, 41, 50, 51, 60, 87

HMAC Hash-based Message Authentication Code combines a hash-value
and a secret key for message authentication codes 14

HSCSD High-Speed Circuit-Switched Data, an enhancement to CSD 12

HTML HyperText Markup Language, dominant markup language of web
pages 15

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol is a standard request-response based
protocol for client-server communication 13, 88

HTTPS Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure, a combination of the HTTP
and SSL protocols to support the secured authentication on a web
server and the ongoing encrypted communication 13

HW Abbreviation for hardware 8, 11, 14, 16, 20, 38, 41, 43, 52, 56, 69, 74,
84, 89

I/O Abbreviation for Input/Output 14, 18

IMAP Internet Message Access Protocol, a standard internet protocol for
mail retrieval 47

IP Internet Protocol, a packed-switched transmission protocol based on
unique addresses of communicating endpoints 12, 13, 31, 41, 42, 80,
87, 89

iPhone unlock a hacking procedure, where any restrictions implemented
by the iPhone developer Apple are removed via a SW change 77
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IPsec Internet Protocol Security, a protocol for securing the IP by authen-
ticating and encrypting each packet 80

IT Abbreviation for Information Technology 27

kernel Central component of each OS architecture establishing the com-
munication of the application part of the OS and the low-level part of
the OS like CPU, memory and HW parts 14, 16–18, 50, 73, 74

Mach Operating system microkernel developed at Carnegie Mellon Univer-
sity 14

MMS Multimedia Messaging Service, improvement of SMS to be able to
send also multimedia content to and from a mobile phone 29, 42, 50,
60

mobile device hardware The hardware part of the mobile device. This
term is used as an abstraction in contrast to the mobile device software
(focus of this thesis) and include all HW components of a device. 12,
88, 89

mobile device software The software part of the mobile device consisting
of the OS, firmware and installed applications. This term is used as
an abstraction in contrast to the mobile device hardware (not focused
in this thesis). 12, 89

OpenSSL The open source implementation of SSL and TLS 14

OS As in other devices like PCs, mobile devices has their own operating
systems. 8, 11–16, 18–22, 28, 29, 32, 41–43, 46–48, 50, 52, 54, 59, 61,
63–65, 68–72, 74, 75, 77, 84, 88, 89

PC Abbreviation for the term Personal Computer, which includes Desktop
PCs and Laptop PCs. 6, 7, 19, 22, 24, 28, 29, 36, 38, 39, 42, 43, 45,
46, 50, 54, 56, 63–66, 69, 70, 73, 81, 82, 84, 88, 89

PIN Personal Identification Number, a secret number shared between a
user and a system to gain access to secured content 28, 32, 33, 45, 65,
79

PKI Public Key Infrastructure, a very complex paradigm for assigning keys
to concrete subjects to enable encrypted information transfer 44

POSIX threads ”Portable Operating System Interface for Unix” standard
for threads 14
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SIM Subscriber Identification Module, a removable card for storing the
identification of a mobile network subscriber to be independent from
the mobile phone device 44, 70

SMOSM Simplified Mobile Operating System Model, discussed in Section
2.3 19, 20

SMS Short Message Service allows exchange of short text messages between
mobile phone devices 6, 18, 19, 29, 36, 42, 45, 50, 51, 60–62, 66, 89

SQL Standard Query Language, a standard database language 15

SSL Secure Socket Layer is a cryptographic protocol for secure communi-
cation 13, 14, 81, 88–90

SW Abbreviation for the term software, meaning a kind of executable pro-
gram code 8, 11, 22, 43, 75, 77, 84, 88

TCP/IP Internet Protocol Suite, a set of protocols used for communication
over internet and similar network, consisting of two main protocols:
Transmission Control Protocol and Internet Protocol 19, 81, 87

TLS Transport Layer Security is a successor of SSL 13, 14, 89

UI Abbreviation for User Interface 15, 16, 18, 19, 73

UMLsec A security extension in form of a profile to the Unified Modelling
Language, a language for modelling specifications in a graphical way
59

UNIX Operating system developed originally at Bell Labs 14

URL Uniform Resource Locator specifies the address of a resource 15

USB Universal Serial Bus, a bus for connecting a host with a device 19

VM Virtual Machine, a virtual implementation of a machine that acts like
a physical machine 17, 70

VPN Virtual Private Network, keeping private a conversation between two
participants over a public network like internet 39, 46, 80

WebKit Some core implementation of classes, that allow the main browser
functionality, as displaying homepages in windows, following links, etc.
17

WLAN Abbreviation for Wireless Local Area Network, a wireless data
distribution method between two or more devices connected in one
network 12, 15, 18, 37, 38, 41, 42, 52, 80
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XML Extensible Markup Language, rules for encoding of documents 15
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